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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Almost twenty years ago, R. V. G. Tasker wrote that

it had become quite certain that the text of Drs, Westcott

and Hort could not vrith any veracity be called The New

Testargent in the Original Greek."'" Recently, Dr. Kurt Aland

related in a paper, read before the Society of Biblical

Literature during the seminar on New Testaraent Textual

Criticism, that in his country every New Testaraent scholar

speaks of V/estcott and Hort with a great deal of respect.

"Indeed," he com:-.7ientedj 'h>je all have grounds to be Indebted

to the work of Westcott and Hort."" At the same timej

however, he intimated his concurrence with Tasker *s eva3.U"

ation of the vrork of Westcott and Hort on the text of the

New Testament,

A, H, McNeile claimed that the theory of Westcott and

Hort is of ''permanent validity" and "scholarship owes

a heavy debt to the two great Cambridge men for their clear

R. V. G. Tasker, "An Introduction of the MSS of the
New Testament," Harvard 5h�ol�gical Review, -[{.iCAuril, 19I4.6),

%urt Aland, "The Significance of the Papyri for
Progress in New Testament Rosea? ch, " The Bible in Modern
Scholarship {Nashvill e : Abingdon Pre s s , 19^[7*~P � 32:5 .
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grasp and forraulation of them, "-^ The importance of V/estcott

and Hort's text rests on the high premium placed on their

methodology. A cursory reading of almost any of the Intro

ductions to the field of textual criticism v/ill iraraediately

impress this fact on the reader's mind.^"^
Korman Huffman even longer ago declared that "textual

discussions today should probably begin by showing v;herein

the Neutral text and the theories of Westcott ajid Hort are

inadequate. "^

The aim of this thesis is to SLirvey the sigTiificant

textual researches made in the New Testaiiient since the publi

cation of the critical text by Drs, Brooke Foss Westcott and

Fenton John Anthony Hort in I88I. The scope of this thesis

includes only a survey of the important contributions made

and problems raised in the text of the G-ospels. The signif

icance of the Gospels themselves justifies such a study.

The last century witnessed the liraitation of the historical

Jesus of the Gospels to the natural realm--Baur, Harnack,

-^A. H, McNeile, An Introductjion to the Study_ of the
Hew Testsjaent (Oxford; Clarendon Press, 19^3) 1 P� i;-19,

^^See the Bibliography for a list of the more impor
tant general introductions in 51nglish,

Norman rluffman, "Suggestions From the Gospel of Mark
For a New Textual Theory, " Joixrnal of Biblical Literature,
56 (December, 1937), 3^7*1
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Strauss, etc� Tliis century has seen a revived interest in

the quest Tor the historical Jesus, However, before sound

scholarly work can be done in the life of Christ, the text

ual critic must do his task.

This thesis is divided into three ujiits of discussion.

The first unit is a historical discussion of the research

made in the text of the G-ospels since Westcott and Hort vrith

special emphasis iipon recent research in theory.

The basis for the second ujiit is the result of colla-

ting the new text of the American Bible Society ^-jith the

text of Westcott S-nd Hort' in the Gospel of Luke, The Gospel

of Lulce has been chosen for at least two reasons. The so-

called "Western non- interpolations "" found in the last three

chapters of Lulce have required a nei-j evaluation in the light

of the new papyrus evidence. Also, the recently acquired

Bodmer Papyri Library contains the earliest witness to the

text of the Gospel of Luke�p'^-^.
The last ujiit consists of an assessment of the work

done and a few suggestions for future research. It has been

thought helpful to inclu.de the collation in. the appendix.

B. P, Westcott and F, J. A. Hort, The Hgv: Testajient
in the Original Greel:: Text (Hew York: Harper and~Brothers,
1886), pp. 11[!--187,

�7

'Kurt Aland and others (eds. ), The Greek Ilew Testa-
mentdlew York: .American Bible Society, 1965'r7~pp". 199-320,



CHAPTER II

A HISTORY OF THE PROBLEM SIHGE V/ESTCOTT AND HORT

The purpose of the first chapter is to investigate

the significant contributions that have been made in the

stLidy of the text of the G-ospels, The nature of the invest

igation involves a historical survey of the probleras related

to the Gospel texts. The material has been broadly divided

into tvTO areas: (1) the tiork of Westcott and Hort and (2)

the work since Westcott and Hort, The emphasis of the

second division contained in this chapter is on recent

textual theory in the light of many new discoveries,

A. THS METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS OP WESTCOTT AND HORT

^* Pieir materials^. Before examining Westcott and

Hort's principles of textual criticism and the results of

their application, a general appraisal of the vrritten

evidence available to them is necessary, 'westcott and Hort

did not describe their available materials in great detail;

however, it is possible to identify the materials they

utilized v/ith a high degree of confidence. In the prep8j?ation

of their text, Westcott and Hort disclosed their sources for

their materials:

V/e have deliberately chosen on the whole to rely for

dociimentary evidence on the stores accum-'alated by our
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predecessors. . .We have na considerable private stores to
add to the coimon stock.

Their docnjsientary materials v;ere classified into three

groups of witnesses: (l) extant Greek manuscripts including

the Uncials, MinuscuJ.es, and Lectionaries, (2) ancient trans

lations of the Greek text, and (3) Patristic quotations from

the Kevj" Testai-nent. Westcott and Hort reported that the Gos

pels v;ere extant in nineteen uncial manuscripts in "fair
o

completeness,"^ Besides these fairly complete docujuents,

V/estcott ojid- Hort were cognizant of m.any fragments of the

Gospels, Kurt Aland, reasoned that:

Westcott and Hort could not have Irnown of m.ore than about

1^.5, because the number of manuscripts cited by Tischendorf
in his eighth edition of the Greek Hew Testament lies
within this range.

AlaJid.'s suggestive number included the Greek uncial manu

scripts not just in the Gospels but comprised the complete

New Testajnentj the nuxaber in the Gospels knoi-m to Westcott

and Hort therefore, can b e rediiced somewhat,

V/estcott and Hort knew of the existence of about 900

to 1000 cursives for the entire ITew Testaiaent, They vjere also

aware of the existence of about I|.00 Greek lectionaries of

B. P, V/estcott and P. J. A. Hort, The I'lew Testament
in the Original^ Greek : Introduction end Appendix"! ITevr York:
Harper and Brothers, I8B2"), pp. 59, 90.

^Ibid,, p, 75.

�^^Aland, op , c i t . , p, 323,
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which about eighty per cent contained only Gospel lessons,

Westcott and Hort recognized that if vre "confine our atten

tion to those, sufficiently knovm to be used regularly as

direct evidence," the nominal reckoning would be greatly
11

reduced. The number of cursives sufficiently lmoi-n.i to be

12
utilized as a witness was reputed to be about 150, As far

as the practical use of Gospel Lectionaries, V/estcott and

Hort declared that "com-paratively few Lectionaries have as

yet been collated. ""^^

The tvj-Q Cainbridge men classified- their ancient ver

sions into three principal groups: Latin, Syriac, and

Egyptian, The docui;ientary souj? ces for the Old Latin- text

were well represented, V/estcott and Hort knew of the exis

tence of tx-^o manuscripts in the Gospels attesting to the

African Latin besides the quotations by Cyprian (ca. 250).

Both of them (Codex Palatinus, e; Codex Bobiensis, k) were

unfortujciately very imperfect, A second knovm type of Old

Latin text was found in Western Europe and vjas attested in

11.Westcott and Hort , Introduction, p, 76.
12Ibid p. 77.

13Ibid P. 76.



the Gospels by several manuscripts. � V/�stcott and Hort had

further isolated another group thoiight to represent an Old

Latin text in Northern Italy. This text was represented by

two manuscripts in the Gospels (Codex Brixisjius, f; Codex

Monacensis, q). Most scholars today are inclined to think

that this last group is in reality a witness to the Vulgate

rather than an Italian text.

They knew of three Syriac translations of the Gospels:

(1) an imperfect copy of the Gospels, (2) a Syriac.harmony of

the Gospels which had been compiled by Tation about 150-I70,

"^^^ Piate s saron , and (3) the Harklean Syriac x/hich was a revi

sion made from the Old Syriac,

T?here viere two Egyptian versions that represented the

Gospels� the Bohairic or Memphitic and the Sahidic or Thebic.

Westcott and Hort mentioned, the Imovrledge of three mJLnor

versions--Sthiopic, Armenian, and Gothic vjhich was the work

of Ulfilas,

The third group of extant materials Imov-m to V/estcott

and Hort, the early Church Fathers, vj-ere employed only to

a limited extent,

2� y^eiP me thedology , By employing previous col

lections of variant readings, V/estcott and Hort refined the

'Codex Vercellensis, a.; Codex Veronensis, b; Codex
Golbertiniis, c; Codex Gorbeiensis, ff; Codex GlaromontanuSj
hj Codex Yindabonensis, i; Codex Du.blinensis, r.
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textual critical raethodology first developed by Johann Jakob

Griesbach (1745-1812) and Karl Lach_raann(l793-l85l ) , then

applied it discriminatingly to the extant documents of the

Hew Testament, Because of the intrinsic value of their

theory and its importance, as a base for virtually all sub

sequent work in Kevj Testament textual criticism, a terse

sumraary of their methodology is given. The source for the

follovmig discussion is V7estcott and Hort's Introdue tion .

^* Internal evidence of readings , v'fnenever the

textua.1 critic vrns confronted with a ujiit~of-variation in the

text, the instinctive response was to accept the reading

which best fitted contextually the given passage or unit.

This vias accomplished by considering ti-io kinds of probable

evidence� intrinsic and transcriptionsJL,

Intrinsic probability considered bhe variant readings

from the author ^s point of view and transcriptional probabil

ity considered the ujiit-of variation from the scribe's van

tage. VJhen each of the variant readings of the unit seemed

acceptable, a phenomenon not uncoramon, the import of intrin

sic probability v-:as lost and the less subjective transcrip

tional evidence was called upon. It was less subjective

because it was based upon a consideration of certain causes

of corruption incid.ent to transcription. v/estcott and riort

cautioned against accepting this evidence as truly objective
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because it i-^as not alwa.ys easy to discern whicli "observed

proclivities" may have inxluenced a scribe. V/estcott and

Hort related that transcriptional probability was not prim

arily concerned with the "relative excellence of rival

readings," but with the "relative fitness of each for explain-
- I'd

ing the existence of the other."

In such instances when the two kinds of internal

e\''idence coincided in preference of one reading and there

was no likely explanation for the existence of a variant,

then other methods had to be appealed to in order to reach a

decision.

^� Internal evidence of documents. Westcott and Hort

thought the reliability of the viitnesses was a more objective

criterion than internal probabilities. The first step

towards gaining a credulous foundation for constructing the

original text of the New Testament was their principle that

"knovrledge of documents should precede final judgement upon

m16readings .

Documentary evidence involved a threefold process of

application. The readings were examined in order to gather

materials, then the documents v.qvb exainined in the light of

'Westcott and Hort, Introduction, p. 22.

'Ibid,, p. 31.
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this prior investigation. Finally, the readings x-;ere re

examined vjith the aim of making a tentative conclusion in

accordance with the documentary authority.

The impossibility of assigning to each document a

nujnerical value in proportion to its excellence vitiated the

force of internal evidence of documents applied to recon

structing the text. It vias made an impossible task because

many docuinents were transcribed from more than one exam^^lar.

It is nov; an acknowledged fact that no single manuscript

represents a completely homogeneous text.

�* I;^-ternal evidence_ of fgroups^. If it was possible

to determine the general value of one docmaent in relation to

others, then reasoned V/escott and Hort, it v/as possible to

ascertain the general value of a group of documents in

relation to other groups. This principle demonstrated a two

fold augm.entation not discernible in the internal evidence

of a.: docujaent, V/estcott and Hort argued that the roixture

present in a single document could be isolated end examined

separately in a family grouping. The second increment of

grouping docujaents was that it clearly exhibited that the

mere counting of documents had little validity because it had

revealed that a nuraerically small group could be ''good" v^hile

a large group could be "bad." This procedure vras employed

bv Westcott and Hort after thev had aoT)lied the internal
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evidence of a document. Chronologically it had, been

discovered by them after the genealogical evidence.

d. Gfenealogical^ evidence. The second great step

through the maze of attestation presented by the internal

evidence of docuinents x^as the genealogical steiioma.

All trustvjorthy restoration of corrupted texts is foimded
on the study of their history, that is, of the relations
of descent or affinity vjhich connect the several docu
ments. '

The im-.portance of textual genealogy x-fas obvious x-;hen

shox-m that "no multiplication of copies... can give their

joint testimony any higher authority than that of the single
18

document from which they sprang.
" Textual genealogy of

documents vjas chiefly traced by the comparison of their text

with each other. Hot frequently; hox-jever, it can be educed

from certain external sources. Westcott and Hort made the

process contingent upon the principle that "identity of

19
reading" .implied "identity of origin. " Accidental agree

ment x-7as recognized by Westcott and Hort as a second possi

bility in the process, but they concluded that the chance

that it had happened x-ras relatively small.

The task of tracing textual genealogy- of documents

17
Ibid . , p . liO.

-'-^B. P. Westcott and F. J. A. Hort, The Hew Testament
in the Original Greek (llex-j York: Macmillan Comoany, 192B77~~~
FT

�^ ^

T O

''Westcott and Hort, Int rodue t i on , p. 1^6.
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was admittedly made complex by the "early and frequent con

fluence of different lines of descent by mixture" and the

"consequent rarity of pure representatives."^^ On the other

hand, they confessed that the admixture of the manuscripts

^s^as "comparatively seldom productive of real or permanent

difficulty in determining what lines of transrd.ssion did or

did not contain a given reading in ancient times. "^"^

The genealogical method applied involved three steps.

First, the documentary evidence for a succession of individ

ual variations was compared and analyzed in order to recover

the earliest possible ancestor. Next the observations v;ere

used to determine the genealogical relations among the docu-

m.ents. The third step applied the results to the interpreta

tion of the documentary evidence for each variant involved.

This third step gave three results. It made possible

the removal of a vast number of readings demonstrated to be

of late origin. Among the remaining readings, it limited the

possible antecedents of the existing amalgamations of docu

mentary witnesses and rendered a judgm^ent upon them anyv/here

from favorable to tantamount. The third result acknowledged

that several interpretations were possible because of the

^^Westcott and Hort, Text (1928), p. 51^5, 5'}-6.

^^Ibid., p. 5l!.6.
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inequalities in the genealogical evidence,

3� Their results, V/hen the manuscripts and other

vjitnesses vrere examined for fam-ily groupings, V/estcott and

Hort found fou.r major groups x^'hich they identified as texts:

(1) Syrian Text, (2) Neutral Text, (3) Alexandrian Text,

il^) V/estern Text, labile deteraiining textual genealogy,

V/estcott and Hort recognized that a manuscript may have

transmitted one ancient text-type in approximate purity or

it may have been directly or indirectly derived hj admixture,

Wliat has to be noted is, first, the presence or absence
of distinctively Syrian or distinctively Pre-Syrian
readings; and secondly, among Pre-Syrian readings, the
presence or absence of distinctively V/estern, or dis-

tinctivelgpAlexandrian, or distinctively neutral
readings.

Codex Bezae (D) vias the best representative of their

Western Text-type in the Synoptic Gospels, It vras thought

to had been v.-ritten in the fourth century attesting alm.ost

assuredly to a second century Greek text in V/estern Europe,

The Italian, European, and African forms of the Old Latin

text supplied., in their estimation, a secondary authority for

distinctive Western readings and probably belonged to a very

early stage of the Western Text.

Ibid,, p. 553.
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A second Pre-Syrian type of text v;as located in Codex

Vaticanus (B), To Westcott and Hort, Codex B seemed to be

entirely free in the Gospels, Acts, and Catholic Epistles from

distinctive VJestern readings, Likevj-ise they v/ere not able to

identify any Alexandrian readings in their most valued codex.

Neither of the early streams of innovation (with rare

exceptions) has toiiched it (B) to any appreciable ex
tent, ^-^

Thus, they felt quite free in naming this text-type the

Neutral Text,

Codex Aleph, a contemporary of B, vjas almost entirely

pre-Syrian and free to a large extent from distinctively

Western and Alexandrian readings, Undoubtedljr; however, \/

had undergone more extensive admixture in the Gospels than

B, Codex X 3?evealed that it x-ras influenced by both the

Western and Alexandrian text, especially in Luke's Gospel,

where numerous Western readings v;ere observed.^
Westcott and Hort claimed tha.t all the other extant

Greek manuscripts possessed either a Syrian text type or a

mixed text. The greatest contrast x-rith B, X in the Gospels

was Codex Alexandrinus (A). Codex A probably represented a

^�^Westcott and Hort, Introduet ion, p. l50.

^Ibid., p. I5l.
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common text of the Gospels iitilized in the fourth century.

Eh5-s manuscript represented a Syrian text-type containing

frequent Western readings.

The uncial Codex Ephraemi Rescriptus agreed more often

\-:ith the Syrian text than any other text type, but it com

bined readings of the Syrian texts in varying proportions.

The unfortunately fragmentary codices Borgianus (T) and

Zacynthiu.s (E) represented a close affinity to 3 with very

few Western readings. Codex Regius (L), a relatively com

plete eighth century docuraent of the Gospels, had as its base

a non-Western pre-Syrian type of text. V/estcott and Hort

said concerning L that "no e^^tant I'iS has preserved so many

Alexandrian readings in the Gospel."" L had been mixed with

some Syrian and late Western elements by a blundering scribe.

Codex Sangallensis { ^) represented in the Gospels an ordinary

Syrian text-type vrith a sparse additive of Alexandrian and

V/estern readings, but in Mark it had been replaced by a mix

ture of non-V7estern pre-Syrian text-type much similar to L.

The palimpsest fragments P Q R Z of the Gospels were

m3.xed, but contained a considerable amount of pre-Syrian

readings. Other fragmentary manuscripts of the Gospels

known to Westcott and Hort (il X PE. ^'0 contained very fex-f

pre-Syrian readings.

Ibid., p. 153
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Once the constituent elements of each principal extant

docuraent had been approximately determined, it was possible

to ascertain the genealogical relations of a much larger

number of readings, True readings were able to be distinguished

from false readings in a high proportion of cases on the basis

of the characteristics of the several ancient texts.

If a reading in the Gospels was attested by mrmerous

late Greek manuscripts and not by any of the witnesses already

mentioned or the Old Latin, the Old Syriac, Coptic, or early

Church Fathers before A, D, 2^0, there was the highest

possible assumption that it was distinctively Syrian, and

therefore, "to be rejected at once as proved to have a

26>
relatively late origin," V/estcott and Hort added to this

presumption that non-Western readings were preferrable to

27
V/estern, and non-Alexandrian was preferrable to Alexandrian,

They discovered som_e notable exceptions to this presujaption

in the v/estem non- Interpolat ions,

B, RSS.iAHGHH:S HADE 3I1TCE V/ESTGOTT AND HORT

The work done by these tvw Carabridge scholars culmin

ated the struggle for a critical text started some one

hundred years earlier by the German scholar Johanji Griesbach.

^�Ibid,, p, 163.

V/estcott and Hort, Text (1928), p. 556.
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At the same time they brought about the final dethronement

of the Textus Receptus, There were two different responses

to their work: (l) rejection resulting in the final defense

of the Textus Receptus and (2) acceptance although with

various modifications of their theory and results in light

of further studies.

1, General studies .

^� Defense of the Textus^ Receg^biis � Westcott and

Hort's total rejection of the Textus Receptus as the original

text did not happen vrithout some strong opposition. The man

most responsible for the final defense of the dethroned

Textus Receptus was Dean John W. Burgon (1813-I888). Dean

Burgon fought his enemy vjith strong vehemence. His arguraents

vrere set forth in a series of three articles vrritten for the

London Quarterly Review and subsequently published in a

28
significant volume, Burgon' s arguments v/ere basically

threefold and centered around the strong conviction that

every word of the Sacred Scriptures was dictated by the

inspiration of the Holy Spirit, Coupled with this domma-

John V/, Burgon, The Revision Revised (London: John

Murray, I883).

'^George Salmon, Some Thoughts on the Textual
Criticism of the Hew Te s tament ( London : John Murray, 1897) �

p. 2.
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ting conviction was his Higli-Church viev; that God had provid

entially guid-ed the transmission of the text vrithout bjclj ser

ious corruption. Consequently, the Textus Receptus which had

been accepted by the Church for some l500 years was regarded

as substantially correct,-^

Secondly, the Dean of Chichester argued imconvincingly

against the genealogical method employed by V/estcott and

Hort. He insisted that the Syrian text x-ras older and intrin

sically superior. Based upon this assumption, Burgon argued

a third point that the attestation of a fev7 supposedly early

manuscripts must not be accepted as superior to the majority.

He alleged "xfithout a particle of hesitation" that B D

xfere "three of the most scandalously corrupt copies extant:�

exhibited the most shamefully mutilated texts which are any-

x^here to be met with" and had becom.e "the depositories of the

largest amount of fabricated readings, ancient blunders,

and intentional perversions of truth," x-rhich v/ere discoverable

31
in "any knovm copies of the Word of God."

His argument vias based upon his collations of manu

scripts A C B X D against the Textus Receptus in 111 (out of

320) p8.ges of a Greek Kevr Testament. His results are shovm

�^^Salmon, loc. cit.

^�'-Burgon, op. cit. , p. 16.
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in the table following

A C B X D
Variations v;ith
Textus Receptus 8li.2 1798 2370 3392 ij.697
Peculiar readings 133 170 197 hli3 l829

Edward Miller, Burgon' s literary executor, carried on

his mentor's arguments after his death in 1888, but v/as soon

regarded as inconsequential and injudicious,

^� Longior lectio potior, Albert C. Clark challenged

one of the majcirris of classical and Biblical textual criticism

laid dovm by G-rie3bach---brevior lectio potior. Clark was

convinced of the falsity of this axiom, as the result of his

researches in the Latin text of Cicero, He was persuaded that

accidental deletion had been a more common transcriptional

corruption tha.n intentional interpolation, Clark adjudged

that ail extant manuscripts were descended from an ancestor

written in lines of varying length�such as represented by

D,^-^ He claimed tha.t there were numerous examples of

classical texts involving a variable number of letters in an

average line in x^hich the longer text can be explained by th�

scribes 's omission rather than the reverse,-^

^^Xbid., p, li)..

^-^Albert C. Clark, The Primitive Text of the Gospel
and Acts (Oxwford: Clarendon Press, 19157, p. vii.

3^Ibid.
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The application of his principle, longior lectio

potior, to the Gospel texts resulted in a high appreciation

of the characteristically longer VJestern text in opposition

to Westcott and Hort's equally high reliance upon the Neutral

text. Clark related that the primitive text of the Gospels

was not to be discovered in B, or even in the majority as

claimed by Burgon, but "in the V/estern family, i. e. in the

ancient versions and Codex Bezae, "-^^

Clark's theory found few protagonists and several

antagonists. P. G. Kenyon illustrated this opposition vrhen

he argued that (l) since the length of lines viere alviays

variable, the arithmetical method of counting letters cannot

be trusted except in short passages; (2) most variant read3.ngs

were caused by differences in wording and not by scribal

deletions; (3) all sensible deletions cannot be explained by

accidental omission; (i^) and the narrow columns required by

Clark's theory vrere extremely rare in the early papyri (Cf.

Chester Beatty Papyrus- ),^^ Dr. Bruce Hetzger argued

further that the circumstances for tte transcription of

-^^Ibid, , p. vi.

-^^Prederic G, Kenyon, The Text of the Greek Bible

(London: Gerald Ducla-iorth and Com.pany, 19FHT, p. 23I,
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Cicero's Verrine orations and the Gospel accounts were quite

different.

Sorae tvrenty years later, Clark revised his theory from

accidental transcriptional deletions to deliberate editorial

alterations . Metzger cogently argued that the canon breyipr

lectio praeferenda est remains valid especially in light of

the research into the texts of Iliad and Mahabharata vjhich

revealed that scribes and redactors were "reluctant to o::iit

anything from the text of these two epics i-^hich had been

transmitted to them, "^^

c. ITow evid.ence discovered. Success is determined

quite largely by the amount and quality of the available

materia.ls. Wescott and Hort probably did not have access to

more than 50 uncial manuscripts vrhile today Aland has catal-

og\ied at least 22)4. of them.^*^ This century has witnessed a

significant record of a great number of manuscript finds.

Before these discoveries, the vritness of Codex B could never

be safely rejected.

^"^Bruce Metzger, The Text of the New Testament ; Its

Transmi s s ipn , Corruption, and Restoration (^^'evr YofR and London:
Oxford University Press, l*^JoTjr), p. iGT,

^^Bruce Metzger, "Trends in the Textual Criticism of

the Iliad, .the Mahabarata, and the New Testament,
" Chapters

in the History of New Testaiaent Textual Crit ici sm (Grand
Rapids : V/m. B, Eerdmans, 19^377 p. l^IjT

-^^Aland, op. cTb, , p. 328.
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Syriac-Sinaitic � The first in chronological

iraportance and hailed by Harnack the most important testimony

for our Gospels was the discovery of the Old Syriac palimpsest

at Mt. Sinai in the Convent of St. Catherine in 1892 by Mrs.
I. n

Agnes Smith Lewis, � Its colophon told that it had lain

untouched since 778 in. a monastery located in Ma'arrath

Mesren near Antioch when the monk, John th� Stylite, com

pleted his story of the female saints. Mrs. Lewis discovered

that the monic had utilized an ancient copy of the Four Gospels

and had washed off its text in order to finish his stories.

Before this important discovery, only one manuscript

had been extant attesting to the Old Syriac�a parchiient

written in a clear hand and edited by William Cureton in

1858. Both v?ere assigned a fifth century date; however, most

scholars acknowledged that they preserved a text-type dating

between 175-225. The Sinaitic palim.psest represented a

slightly earlier text than did the Curetonian parchment.

The significance of this discovery vras recognized in

the fact that it was the only nearly complete vritness of the

Old Syriac Version of the Gospels extant and one that had

escaped the fate of the Peshitta vrhich had fallen victim to

Agnes Lex-;is, "VJhat Have We Gained in the Sinaitic

Palimpsest," Sxoository Times 12(Hovember, 1900-01), 56.
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the assimilation to the approved Greek text of the day. Mrs.

Lex-Jis claimed that its chief virtue \<fas its representation of

th� Vvestern text and its confirmation of the judgment of

notable addition to the manuscript tradition was a group of

four velluxa manuscripts purchased in Cairo, Sgypt, by Charles

the Freer Art Gallery of the Smithsonian Institution in

Washington, D. C, Of these, Codex V/ashingtonensis (W), dated

in. the late fourth or early fifth century, was the most

important. The arrangement of the Gospels in W was identical

with that found in D (Matthex'7, John, Lioke, and Mark).

Most scholars have considered the importance of this

codex in its variegated text, Mark 1:1-5:30 witnessed to a

text very close to the Old Latin vrhile the remaining chapters

of Mark resembled a Caesarean type of text. Its editor, H. A�

Sanders discovered that Luke vias also divided into tv!o dis

tinct text-types (Luke 1:1-8:12, Alexandrian; Luke 8 :13-2l{.:53>

Byzantine), He found that Matthex-; contained a text approxi-

Vfostcott and Hort concerning the V/estern non-interpolations.

This claim nox-r seems premature to many scholars,

^2) Freer Gospels , Apart from the papyri, the most

L. Freer in The Freer documents are nox-j residing in

p. 57.

^'^F. G. Kenyon, The Bible and Archaeology ( Hew York:

Hai^per sjnd Brothers, (l9i|.0)), p. 257.
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mating the Byzantine standard and John 5:12-21:35 witnessing

to the Alexandrian text. John 1:1-5:11 comprised a mixed

text including Alexandrian readings and a few Western readings.

Sanders offered, in explanation of this phenomenon, that its

ancestor was a composite book composed of several rolls of

the Gospels which had been preserved in the time of

Diocletian's persecution.

^3) Codex Koridethi. This manuscript was discovered

in a remote valley in the Caucasian Mountains where "it had

long been a kind of village fetish. "^^^ Earlier it had

belonged to a monastery at Koridethi located at the eastern

end of the Black Sea. It was not until 1913 that its coDiplet�

text becarae available to textual scholars. Dr. Blalce alleged

that the scribe v;as a Georgian who had been familar with the

Coptic script and ignorant of Greek, The m^-nuscript is

proba.bly to be dated in the ninth century and is presently

located in Tiflis, the capital of the Soviet Socialist Repub

lic of Georgia,

H. Streeter, The Pour Gospels : A Study of Origins
(New York: tiacmilan Company, 1925TrprT9.

^f-Kirsopp Lake and R. P. Blake, "The Text of the

Gospels and the Koridethi Codex, " Harvard Theological Review
l6(July, 1923), 283.
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The importance of this discovery was not in its date

or text-type because it suffered greatly by the hands- of the

Byzantine standard. Streeter called attention to the fact

that 0 provided th� missing linlc that had prevented scholars

from recognizing the real connection between certain cur-

li5sives,^ Kirsopp Lake t>7as credited as advancing the first

great step in demonstrating that connection, Lalce made the

exciting discovery that ^ and the following cursives, family

1, family 13? 28, 565, and 700, formed a single faraily,^^
Streeter added other members to this family and gave it the

name�Caesarean.

2, Researches^ of B. H. Streeter. In any discussion

of a history of the problem of textual criticism of the Gos

pels, the contributions of B. H, Streeter will be made faiailiar.

The distinctive themes applicable for this study are his views

regarding the local texts and the Caesarean text.

Canon Streeter recognized that the great number of

newly found manuscripts and their diversities created a prob

lem for the textual critic. He isolated three probler;is to be

resolved: (1) the manuscripts dated betvreen the second and

^'^Streeter, op, cit., p, 80.

Lake and Blake, op, cit., p. 275.
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fifth century, i-jhose great divergencies needed to be explained,

(2) the genesis of the Byzantine standard and how it usurped

acceptance over the other texts, (3) and as nearly as possible

the reconstruction of the authentic text of the authors,

This last problem had been and continues to be the primary

perspective of m.ost textual critics (exceptions will be men

tioned later).

Streeter *s theory was not wholly new, but a refine

ment of Westcott and Hort's methodology in the light of the

acquisition of nevi docujaentary evidence. Streeter cited

manuscripts B and X as- witnesses of a contemporary local text

extant in Alexandria; consequently, rejected Hort's imroal

"Neutral Text."- However, he concurred with Westcott and

Hort that B v/as the best representative of the text -type.

Hort and Griesbach had lumped together under the name

"VJestern" several distinct local texts which were separated

by Streeter. He disliked the huge groiiping and located all

the witnesses into tvio distinct geographical area3--Sastern

and Western. The Eastern text was found to exist in Antioch

and Caesarea.. Italy and Carthage were isolated as the local

site for the Western text (see diagram in Appendix III).

^'''streeter, op. cit,, p. 30.

^^Ibid., p. 32.
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Streeter was persuaded that the recently discovered

documents could aid in giving a fairly clear concept of the

various text-types current about 230 in Alexandria, Caesarea,

Antioch, Italy-Gaul, and Carthage

Streeter next investigated the Sitz im Leben vxhich

gave rise to the local texts and the nature of that process

of progressive correction into a standard vdth the Byzantine

text. The Canon of Hereford Cathedral (I9l5-193ii-) accepted

the revision made by Lucian of Antioch (ca. 3OO) as the base

for the Byzantine text.^^ Henceforth, all copies of manu

scripts vxere converged into this standard slowly resulting in

a mixed text. Only those manuscripts existing in isolated

monasteries escaped this standardization. Streeter observed

that this phenomenon occured not only to the current manu

scripts, but also to the early Fathers. This process of

standardization led Streeter to postulate a canon of high

importance :

Of MSS, vjhether Greek or Latin, later than the fifth

century, only those readings need be noted which differ
from the standard text.''

At the ssirae time, Streeter cautioned against being deluded

that a manuscript's value depended upon its age. He noted

^'^Ibid. , p. 7.

^^Ibid., p. 39.

^^Ibid., p. ijJi.
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that the superiority of a raanuscript depended upon its pedi

gree.

In order to establish the original text, the locality

of the various texts had to be first discovered. Streeter

suggested that the clue to establishing the locality of each

text vjas found in the great Versions. Tlie evidence that the

Greek texts viere translated into the respective languages at

RoDie and Alexandria x^ras conclusive. However, it vxas not so

conclusive that the Old Syriac represented the Greek text

current in Antioch; nevertheless, Streeter argued to include

53
Antxoch as tne respective center.

Next Streeter occupied himself with the texts of these

great centers. He found that manuscripts By L are close to

the Coptic versions, thus they represented a text current in

Alexandria, One problem involved with a local text at

Alexandria was the presence of Western readings in some of

the manuscripts including some of th� Sahidic manuscripts.

Streeter concluded that B is the best representative of the

text and that at a very early date, a Western text vras cir-

^^Ibid. , p. 50.

^^Ibid., p. 7k, 75.
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cnlated in Egypt. 0ns exce3.1ent example vias Clement of

Alexandria vjiio has many infused Western readings, Streeter

argued cogently that Clement carae to Egypt from Rome and vjas

influenced by his Roman training.

He discovered that Jerome's Vulgate played the same role

in standardizing the Latin manuscripts in the West as the

Byzantine text standard did v;ith the Greek manuscripts.

Streeter found two distinct types among the old Latin m.anu-

scripts. He called one African Latin because its text is akin

to Cyprian, the African Biship ca. 2^0. Dr. Sanday demon

strated that the text of k is almost identical viith that used

in Carthage by Cj'prian, -'^ The other type which he identified

vjas the European Latin or Italic, The African Latin has

many readings agreeing with B X against the European Latin.

The European Latin ro-oresentod a text furthest removed from.

Greek vras used in Rome for about two centuries, then

it died out gradually in favor of Latin, Ti^jo of the early

Greek Fathers in Rome (Justin, Marcion) used a text very close

to th� Old Latin. Probably, the Greek text in Rome was super

seded by the Latin about 230 A. D. Further, there were prob-

^^^Ibid, , p. 58.

^^Ibid., p. 65.

^^rpid., p. 67.
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ably two translations made vjhich are now represented by k and

b. Codex D is practically the sole representative of the

Greek text used in Rome, Streeter found that W in Mark 1-

5:30 represented a text close to e_,

Streeter further cited scanty evidence to support the

existence of a text close to D in Ephesus. Streeter tenta

tively concluded that the African Latin represented a trans

lation of an older Roman text, and D and the European Latin

57
were derived from Ephesus and Rome, '

Hew studies indicated, that the Old Syriac did not

represent a V/estern text, bub an Eastern text. Earlier it

was thought that Euseb5.us of Caesarea (325) and the Syr-Cur.

were witnesses to the Western text, but since the discovery

of the Syr-Sin, manuscript, this idea has been revised. The

Syr-Sin. xia-s thought by Burkitt and Streeter to have been

translated from a Greek text current in Antioch and was

influenced somewhat by Tatian^s Diatessaron xxhich represented
58

a V/estern text.^ The Syr-Sin. is simply too divergent from

the Diatessaron to be a witness to the Western text.

Thus, Streeter suggested that the Syr-Sin. represents the

Ibid., p. 72.
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text whicli was current in Antioch around 200 A. D, It must

be said that the evidence is not strong,

Streeter 's identification of the Caesarean text has

previously been mentioned. He described the text as equi

distant between the Alexandrian and the Western te>it. He

found further that family 6 had striking additions against

the Textus Receptus and vras supported by the Old Syriac, D,

and. the Old Latin. Further, Streeter concluded that the

longer omssions in family �nearly alx-;ays supported the

59
snorter reading vrith B and Syr-Sin.''^

Origen's text x-ras very important evidence for Streeter

in determining the origin of this nevj text-type, Streeter

found that Origen used an Alexandrian text of Mark in his early

books of his Comi^ientary on John and a mixed text in the later

books. After citing various lines of evidence, Streeter

concluded that family & represented the text x-;hich Origen

foxind already in existence in Caesarea in 23I A, D,^^

preted the papyri as highly valued sources for the NeX'i Test

ament text because "it is generally believed that the original

3. H, H, Oliver inter^

Ibid,, pp. Sit., 85,

Ibid., p, 100.
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Hew Testament books v/ere vrritten on papyrus and that papyri

generally antedate the oldest uncial MSS." The vjord papyrus

v/as not even mentioned by V/estcott and Hort. Eurt Aland

related that today there is a knovjledge of nearly ei^^ty Hew

Testament papyri of vrhich seventy-five have been published

since 1900.^^
The new papyrus evidence has decisively moved the date

of text established by V/estcott and Hort earlier some 1^0

years. Hearly tvrenty-five papyri have been dated in the

third century. In regard to the G-ospels, tvrelve papyri,

dated before the fourth century, contain fragments of Matthew;

Mark, 1; Liike, i}.; John, 11,^^ An objection to these figures

was that tine oldest docuxnent does not necessarily contain

the best text.

Some papyri are evidently more significant in their

date and content than others. The tvro m.ost important papyri

acquisitions vrere the Chester Beatty papyrus in 1930-31 and

th� Bibliotheca Bodmer of Geneva in 1955-56.

Harold H, Oliver, "Present Trends in the Textual
Criticism of the Hew Testament, " Journal of Bible and Religion
30 (October, 1962), 309.

Aland, oo. cit. , p. 326.

^^Ibid., pp. 326, 327.

�^Ibid., p. 332.
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^' Oh�step Beatty Biblical Papyri . The first great

acquisition chronologically was made by Sir Chester Beatty
and consisted of twelve raanuscripts in Egypt. Sir Beatty
vxas quite confident that the papyri came from the Payum area

in Egypt, P. G-. Kenyon edited the papyri with introductions

and descriptions of the text. Our concern is with the papyrus

containing the Gospels and Acts and given the siglum P^^ by

E. von Dobschutz who had th� keeping of the generally accepted

registers of the Uei^ Testament manuscripts.^^ Kenyon thought

the papyrus originally comprised about 220 pages viith approx

imately thirty-nine lines to a page. Kenyon dated P^^ in the

first half of the third century. Extant are parts of 60 pages

distributed in this vxay: Matthew, John, Ixj Mark, 12; Luke,

II4.; Acts, 26. P^^ witnessed to a Greek text of the Gospels

at least one-himdred years earlier than B or X � Its confirm

ation of th� essential soundness of the already existing

texts was the most important conclusion reached. Kenyon

affirmed, "No important omissions or additions of passages,

66
and no variations affect vital facts or doctrines."

^P. G. Kenyon, The Chester Beatty Biblical Papyri
Descriptions and Texts of Tvjei'yV "Hanuscrxpts on Papyrus of_
the Greek^ib le : General Introduc t i'on'(London ; linery Walker

Umited, 196J), p7 6,

^^Ibid., p. 15.
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Aland vias of the opinion that the early papyri intro

duced a nevj stage in New Testament textual studies by deraon

strating the existence of several divergent forms in cir

culation at about the same time and in the saiae locality.
P clearly illustrated the burgeoning of this new stage.

Aland commented that one of the more important results

of this nev7 stage has been the revision of Westcott and Hort's

judgment of Western non-interpolations as authoritative.^^
Th� Beatty papyrus was eagerly examined in order to shed light

upon the debate that arose around the importance of the

Western text. At the heart of the debate vias the fact that

the Western text-type attested to a text earlier than the

Alexandrian text -type. Kenyon was not so presumptuous as to

think that he.had the final verdict on the debate, but he did

make some valuable claims. He concluded generally that P^^
did not attest definitely to the Alexandrian or the Western

text. He discovered its nearest affinities \�iith Streeter 's

69
Caesarean text.

67

^Ibid.
Aland, op. cit. , p. 33!^.

68.

69

Descriuti
the G-ree .

Limited, 1933), P. xviii.



A second general conclusion was a revision of Streeter*

idea of the origin of the Caesarean text, Kenyon argued that

"the occurrence of this type of text in a manuscript from

Egypt contemporaneous with, or at latest not much later than,

Origen seems to show that the text did not tslce its rise at

Caesarea, but existed already in Egypt, ""^^

li5
HJhirdly, F^-"^ confirmed Streeter 's view against

V/estcott and Hort that th? idea of a single "V/estern" text

must be abandoned, A fourth general concliision reached

by Kenyon was that B represented a recension rather than

a text of "continuous unaltered tradition. """^"^ This idea

has been revised by Kurt Aland and others and will be dis

cussed m.ore in length in the follovring section.

Bodraer Papyri Library. Floyd Filson listed

the Bodmer papyri with the Dead Sea Scrolls as araong the

72
most remarkable finds in archaeological history. The two

papyri xinder consideration are the Bodsier Papyrus II vjhich

contains John virtually complete except for the last seven

chapters and vias dated about 200. It V7as assigned the

siglum by Aland.

'^'^Kenyon, Chester Beatty Papyri : General Introduction,
p . 16.

"^^Ibid,

'''-Floyd Filson, "The Bodmer Papyri," The Biblical
Archaeologist 22 (May, 1959), lt.8.
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Papyrus XIV-XV X'^'hich includsd eigJateen chapters of

Luke and the first fifteen chapters of John is the most

important for the G-ospels among this excellent find and is

75 A6
knox-m as P'-', Victor Martin edited and published P in

1956 and Martin x-:ith Rodophe Kasser edited and published

P*^^ in 1961. '2^^ vxas dated by its editors betvreen 175-

225. Because it is presently the oldest extensive papyrus

of the Hex4 Testament and the earliest extant copy of the

Gospel of Lulce it has been claim.ed by many the most signi

ficant manuscript of the Nev; Testament.

The value of P^*^ xms that it confirmed observations

made in relation to P^^e ^'^^ was considered valuable because

it opened a nevi door of research. Even prior to V/estcott and

Hort textual scholarship has been convinced that varioxis

recensions of the Hevj Testament x-rere made in the fourth cen

tury from vjhich v/ere derived our knox-m text-types. This

assxnuption led to the positing of a term novr disliked by

many�mixed text. Aland, vrho has done much work in this area,

argued that "it is impossible to speak of mixed texts before

recensions have been made."'^-^

"^^Aland, o�. cit. , p. 335.
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75V'-^ clearly militated against any presmnption of a

fourth century recension in Egypt because it had close

affinities with B.*^^ The scribes of B and X v;ere transcribing

a text already extant rather than establishing a nevj text-

type. On the other hand, Aland did not preclude the exist

ence of certain text-types. He allov/ed for the existence of

only tv;o text-types and these only after the fourth century-"
75

Alexandrian, Byzantine. '-^ The papyri dated prior to the

fourth century are not to be fitted into distinct text-types.

The very existence of these papyri in one region with their

divergencies argued against the positing of any text-type

prior to the fourth century. Aland entreated that the idea

A 76
of various text-types had lost its raison d' etre .

h-� Recent studies in theory.

yalue of the versions . Recently, A. P. J, ICLijn

claimed that the ancient versions are of limited value in

reconstructing the original Greek text.

For the establishment of the original text, only the
Greek text, is of worth. The versions can servo as "aids"
in determining whether, in specific cases, a Greek
variant rose through the influence of the translations.''

'^^roid. , p. 336.

"^^Ibid.
7^Ibid. , p. 337.

'^'^k. F. J. Klijn, "Value of the Versions for the

Textual Criticism of the Nex^ Testament, " Bible Translator 8

( July, 1957), 130.
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Earlier Bruce Metzger adjudged, "There are signs.; hox\Tever,
r-,0

or a turn in the tide," Dr, Metzger expressed cautiously

his value of the ancient versions when he described the

comparison of the knoviledge of the versions today v/ith the

knovjledge of Westcott and Hort as "both encouraging and

79embarrassing."' Klijn acknovjledged the value of the ancient

versions x-;hile at the same time h� realistically directed

attention to certain features of some of the ancient versions

that seriously impede their usefulness. On the other hand,

Allen V/ikgren reflected the generally accepted opinion that

in spite of the limitations, the value of the versions has

become well attested for a restoration of the early text of

^ T 80
�one Gospels.

Presently, the value of the ancient versions is

primarily twofold. With certain limitations, they attest

to Greek texts around 200 A. D, Secondly, in view of current

�methodological trends emphasizing rational or internal

"^^Bruce Metzger, "The Evidence of the Versions for

the Text of the Nevr Testament," New Testament I-Ianuscript
Studies, eds, M, M. Parvis and A. P. Wikgren I Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 19^0), p. 25.

"^^^Bruce Metzger, "Recent Contributions to the Stu.dy
of the Ancient Versions of the Nev; Testament," The Bible in

I4odern Scholarship, ed. J. Philip Hyatt (Nashville: Abingdon
Press, 19^), p. 3^4-7.

^^Allen Wikgren, "The Use of the Versions in New

Testament Textual Criticism, " Joi:irnal of Biblical Literature

67 (June, 191+8), I36.



evidence in determining the true text, the "versional readln

are enjoying an enhanced significance/'^"^
Klijn raised three primary objections to the use of

the ancient versions in restoring the original text. First,
he pointed out that the extant ancient translations of the

Greek are known only from manuscripts no earlier than the

fourth century. He thought that the origin of the Old

Syriac vras to be traced back between 150-200 A. B.; however,

the Syriac-Sinaitic and Syriac -Cure ton dated as fourth or

fifth century manuscripts. Tlierefore, he cautioned that

vrhen a versional reading has the support of an early Church

Greek author of about 200 A, D, "may vie assuine that xv^e are

dealing xvith a variant Xvhich was found in the Greek text

Pp
of about this period."

His second objection vras that in the versions it is

quite possible that literal translations are not involved;

rather, and more likely, their origin comprised interpretive

translations� targumim. ^-^ The evidence x-jhich Klijn cited

Allen P. Wikgren, "rne Citation of Versional Evid
ence in an Apparatus Criticus," New Testaraent Manuscript
Studies, eds. Parvis and V/ikgrenTChicago : University of

Chicago Press, 195o), p. 96.

^%aijn, Bible Translator 8(1957), 128.

83Ibid.



for this second objection was based upon the assumption that

the ancient versions primarily represented a fourth century

text rather than a second and third century text. Contrary

to this assumption is the opinion assumed by most textual

scholars that the extant fourth century manuscripts of the

old versions (eg. Syr-Sin, ) reflect a late second or early

third century text. However, Klijn* s objections are

relevant and should be considered more in detail by present

vjriters in textual criticism. Added to this is the problem

of editing reliable critical texts of the ancient versions.

This is a very needed task that rests on the shouldors of

current textual critics, V/hen this is done, the debate

revolving about the value of the versions can better be

resolved.

In order to sjiiplify this problem, the Old Syriac and

Coptic versions viill be briefly considered. The Old Syriac

is preserved today in two manuscripts alone, neither of xfhich

is complete. They have already been referred to: (1) Syriac-

Curetonian, and (2) Syriac-Sinaitic.

Arthujr Voobi\s recently announced that his past thirty

years of research on Vetus Syra : New Ifeterials for the Histoid

af the Old Syriac Version of the Gospels is reaching com-
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pletion,^^ This work is long overdiie and will render valu

able guides. Meanwhile, the debate revolving about Burkitt 's

edited text and Lewis' edited text remains,

Th� examination of the text of the Old Syriac

generally rendered the conclusion that the text of the Syr-Sin,

is slightly earlier than the Syr-Cur, Examination further

revealed that there exist several harmonistic combinations

betvieen the Old Syriac and the Diatessaron, In fact, Voobus

pointed out that the Old Syriac texts contain, readings only

attested by the Diatessaron, A debate has grovm up concerning

the interdependence of the Old Syriac and the Diatessaron,

Many have argued that chronologically the Old Syriac text

carae after Tatian's work and therefore is dependent upon it

and several others have argued for a pre-Tatianic text-forra.

Both Voobus and Klijn have strongly suggested that Tatian,

and he alone, has influenced the Syriac text. However, the

extent of influence cannot be determined at this stage for

two reasons: (1) lack of knov;ledge concerning the tv/o texts,

and (2) the newly growing opinion that the Diatessaron was

p. 355.
^^^Cited by Bruce Metzger, The Bible in Modern Scholarship,
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influenced by the existence of another tetraevangeliujn,^^
Klijn argues that the two extant Old Syriac manuscripts repre

sent not "the" old Syriac text, but rather a "great nujaber of

variant readings belonging to the old Syriac, "^^

Discussion concerning the text-types of the Old Syriac

are still divided. There are those viho maintained that it

was definitely a Western text-type while others called atten

tion to the many distinct Western readings that it does not

support; especiall^r, the Syr^. Metzger raised the possibility

that the old Syriac could be a x^itness to the "Eastern non-

interpolations" in its shorter readings.^''''
During the early Christian era, the Old Egyptian

language acquired several different dialectical forms. Sahidic

prevailed from Thebes to the South and Bohairic in Lower

Egypt around the Delta, Several intermediate dialects devel

oped along 'With these. The New Testament text is complete in

Bohairic ond almost complete in Sahidic. Bohairic later became

the official langiiage for the Coptic Church. Most scholars

^A. F. J. Klijn, "A Survey of the Researches into the

X'Jestern Text of the G-ospels and Acts (l9i|9-59)," Novum

TestamentujTi 3 (January, 1959), 13.

^^Ibid. , p. 6.

^"^Metzger, Nex^' Testament Manuscript Studies, p. 30*
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believed that the Sehidic version originated in the third or

fonrth century and the Bohairic somewhat later, Tlie dates

of the tv;o versions are still being investigated.
The text of the Sahidic version revealed textually a

complex picture in the Gospels containing both V/estern and

Alexandrian elements. It has some affinity with P^'"^.
Generally; however, it is nearer B and X than D.

Both Burkitt and Hestle cited L and Cyril of Alexandria

as representing a text very near to the Bohairic Version.

Generally, it has fewer V/estern elements than the Sahidic.

George Hoimer is credited with the definitive \-jork. on

the critical edition of the Coptic texts; however, these

69
are old and need to be revised.

b, Signifi canc e of grouping manuscripts , Already

mentioned had been the grouping of manuscripts into texts by

Hort and others. There has been a further grouping of certain

manuscripts into "Families" such as Feiriily 1 and Family I3,

Von Soden classified his manuscripts into "text-types" and

88
�bid,, p. 37.

^Cf . The Coutic Yprslop. of the New Test.arasnt in the
Northern Dialect, Otherwise called Flemphitic^ or Bohairic

fjfvols. ("Oxford: �"1898-1905)/

Cf , The Coptic Version of_ the New Testament in the

Southern Dialect, Otherwise called Saliidie and Txiobaic

7 vols.TOxford: 1 911 -2i+).
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sub-groups of these types. Recent scholarship has asked the

significance of groupings of Hew Testaraent raanuscripts, E, C,

Colwell has expressed an opinion as to their significance by

considering three alternatives that have been suggested. The

first group praised the significance of grouping while a

second and opposite group saw no value in it. A third

position was defended by Colx^ell as a mediating one that

involved a ''more careful and controlled use of manuscript
.on

groups.
'

It will be observed that the underlying assuraption

for three groups has been that the original text can be

approxim-ated. The aim of textual criticisra is to detect as

far as hujTian skill is able all corruptions to the text and

remove them. This perspective assumed that textual critism

is primarily a negative and secondary discipline, secondary,

"since it comes into play only where the text transmitted by

the existing docujnents appears to be in error"; and negative,

"because its final aim is virtually nothing more than the

detection and rejection of error. "*^"''

^^E. C. Colwell, "The Significance of Grouping of
Hew Testament Manuscripts," Hew Testaraent Studies li. ('January,
1958), 79. This periodical here after referred to as NT St.

91
'Westcott and Hort, Introduction, pp. 2, 3.
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(1) External evidence. The first group referred to

by Golw-ell are those who attempted a reconstruction of the

original text on the basis of grouping manuscripts. This

century has witnessed many exponents of this vievr. It need

not be said that V/estcott and Hort are excellent exsjaples.

Usually, those who regarded manuscript grouping of supreme

importance ended up making claims for one group or text-type,

Burgon and Miller preferred V/estcott and Hort�s "Syrian"
Text in contrast to their almost complete reliance upon their

"Neutral Text" (non-interpolations).
Hort's convincinc? argujnents for the genealogical method

expressed a heavy reliance upon the objective use of manu

script groups. However, Colwell has ably pointed out in an

excellent article that V/estcott and Hort never really applied
92

the mxethod nor did their followers. All of their illus

trations of the method vrere hypothethical reconstructions.

Westcott and Hort relied principally upon internal evidence

of Documents or Groups and secondarily upon the Genealogical

method, Westcott and Hort aclmovxledged at least tvro

^''E, C, Colvrell, "Genealogical Method: Its Achieve
ments and its Limitations," Journal of Biblical Literatu-re^
66 (June, 191l7), 109, This periodical here after referred to

as OBL .

^^Ibid, , p. 112.



liinj.tations in using their method. Textual genealogy can

trace the family tree to the last two branches, but it can

ot,
never make the last leap. ' The second admitted limitation

is the presence of mixture in th� manuscripts. Their

hypothetical stemma assuraed no mixture, but they realized

th� almost universal presence of it. Their paramount error

V!&3 assuming that one Text escaped mixtuj?e--Heutral. They

made their judgment primarily on the basis of eight conflate

readings. Any text free of these conflate readings was

q5
free of mixture. Their failure to realize thau no docu

ment is "homogeneous enough to justify judjgment on the basis

of part of its readings for the rest of its readings" via.s

96
unfortunate.

A, C. Clark preferred the "VIestern Text" in favor of

Hort�s Neutral text, but it is regrettable that he wrote

before the discovery of the papyri. The papyri clearly

illustrated that the length of lines greatly varied and

followed no definite pattern as he suggested.

V/estcott and Hort, Introduc t ion, p. 56f ,

95Ibid p. 32.

96Colwell, NTSt l!(Jajiuary, 1958), 76.
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B, H, Streeter, building on Hort's metbodology, and

concurring with tiie pronounced iminiportance of the Byzantine

text, reconstructed a nevj Text-type (Caesarean) on the basis

of recorded variants x-rith the Byzantine standard. This

limitation to the variants with the Textus Receptus distorted

somei-;hat the real kinship among the manuscripts.^'^
Many more examples of those vrho praised highly the

canon of manuscript grouping in order to reconstruct the

text of the G-ospels can be enumerated, Hov/ever, these already

mentioned must suffice,

Internal evidence, Gonciirrently with those pre

ferring external evidence vrere those vigorously repudiating it

in favor of internal evidence of readings, Lagrange attacked

the use of a stemma and advocated la. critiqu.e rationnelle.

Colwell suiiimarized Lagrange's position and conclud.ed that he

ultimately championed a "best manuscript" of one text-type,''

This group is better represented today than it x-ras in the

early part of the century, Oliver suggested tvro possible

reasons for the rise of its pop-ularity. The lack of cer

tainty in regard to the traditional "Texts" with the rela-

'^7colx^rell, NTSt k( January, 1958), 76.

9^Co3.v7ell, JBL 66 (June, 19i4-7), 129,



tive iraportsjice in restoring the true text is the most

99crucial one that he mentioned. The second reported by Oliver

is the fact that no single manuscript or text-type "has a

monopoly on the true text.""^'^^
The relevant principles of the eclectic school vras

ably characterized by G, D. Kilpatrick in a discussion

concerning the text of the Gospels. Kilpatrick noted

that the important point of the eclectic method is that

"the decision rests ultimately with the criteria as distinct

from- the manuscripts," and that the criteria must determine

101
the value of the manuscripts. vlhen the criteria are

un.certain or absent, then after th� criteria have been applied

els�where and revea.l the value of the manuscript, the

manuscripts have the last vote.

The criteria are variable with each eclectic scholar.

Some have employed th� criterion of style in the Gospels vjhile

others have utilized language or the documentary hypothesis,

P. C. Bunkett is an exaraple of an eclectic who has argued for

many Western readings as a result of employing the criterion

qo
^Oliver, op. cit

�^^-'G, D, Kilpatrick, "Western Text and Original Text
in the Gosuels and Acts," Journal of Theological Studies^
itli.(April, 19l^3), 25,
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of the documentapy hypothesis in the Synoptic Gospels. C, H,

Tupnep accepted man3r V/estern readings in Mark on the basis

that the readings v;ere in accord with Mark's style and lang

uage. Kilpatrick concluded that the original text can best

be reconstructed by employing a "rigorous eclecticism" and

though the Alexandrian text is our best, "all the early types

and witnesses contribute something of value, and none can be

rejected. ""^^^

^3) Mediating position. The above two groups represent

those vvho have strongly advocated a Text-type in favor of

another and those vjho vehemently repudiated all efforts at

manuscript groupings. Most scholars today fall into a third

mediating position. There is value in grouping manuscripts

but at the same time their limitations must be kept in mind.

S. C. Colwell, an advocate of this position, has made some

valuable suggestions for procedure. "^^^ His suggestions vjill

be discussed as representative. Most of his suggestions are

not novel with him, but represent the sound results of com

bined scholarship in textual theory. (1) Colvjell concurred

with V/estcott and Hort that the first step begins vrith care-

1^11' f- P' 3^-

^^^Colvrell, NTSt [{.(January, 1958), 79-93-
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fully distinguishing the various kinds of groups. A study of

itianuscripts is the /msatz in procedure. The identification of

the raerabers in a Text-type is determined by a group of manu

scripts agreeing against other groups in two ways. Pew agree

ments that are imique to the group are necessary. In order to

ascertain the existence of a Text-type, a second criterion

employed is "the agreement of a group of m^anuscripts in a

large m.ajority of the total readings vjhere the manuscript

evidence is divided. ""^^^^ This assumed the heterogeneity

of every manuscript and ordained that each m.anuscript should

be positioned in that group in which the particular manu

script's dorainant element is primary. Colwell surnmarily

suggested four kinds of classification: (1) Pamily, (2)

Tribe, (3) Sub -Text -type, (ii) Text-tjrpe. The family is the

smallest unit and its genealogy con be clearly established in

order that its text might be reconstructed. Pamily grouping

is the highest demonstration of Hort's genealogical method

and is the only group that can be defined by it.

(2) The second and third suggestions of Colwell are

inter-related and will be discussed together. All efforts

to reconstruct a text-type should be dismissed and recog-

lO^Ibid., 80
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nized that the text-type involves a process. This suggestion

has been demonstrated in the past 20 years by the research

done in the "Western text," Klijn announced that one ot the

main results gained by such research is "that textual critics

have become aware of the fact that the development of texts

is usiially supposed to be a gradual one" rather than radical

recensions as once believed. "''^^ A second result gained is that

the only method to be used in determining the original text

is the eclectic method. The papyri finds are further demon

strations of this idea. P. C. Burkitt 's exaitiination of P^^
led him to conclude that "it is easier... to reconstruct the

original than some half-way house like the 'neutral' or tlie

106
'Caesarean' text, that contains som.e corruptions but not all."

James E, Baikie concluded in his M. Litt. degree at Carabridge

that the Caesarean text "in a measure at least is really a

Textual Process ,

""^^'^ A result that both Streeter and Tasker

failed to reach. This concept of textual process shows that

the earliest v/itnesses will not be the purest representative

^^^Klijn, ITovum - Te s taraentum 3 (January, 1959), 3�

106p^ C. Burkitt, "The Chester Beatty Papyri," Journal
of ^ieolog_ical Studies 3ij-(October. 1933), 36?.

�'�^'''Bruce Metzger, "The Caesarean Text of the Gospels,"
Chapters in the History of Hew Testaraent Textual Criticism

�"d'.^'Hetzger ( trrand 'Ea'pids'ri.'/m, B , Eerdmans, I963T, p. 5^



of the Text-type, but vxill be the forerujiners of its group.

Perhaps the Western text was the first group recognized to be

a process. It vxas implicitly recognized by some even before

the decisive papyri discoveries in I93O-3I.

(3) A further suggestion by Colvxell vxas to study

simultaneously both variants and Text-types and explore the

nature of the tension "betvieen value judgment. . .and identi

fication of a msnuscript as part of a group.
""^'^^ The

grouping of manuscripts is concerned vxith som.ething objective

and quantitative. After the grouping has been done, the

concern for quality and. not quantity becomes dominant.

Colv-xell argued vxith Zuntz against Hort and Klijn that the

old m.axim 'agreement in a variation from the original shovrs

a comraon ancestry' is an applicable canon to the study of

Text-types. This was based upon the assumption that the

quality of an individual reading can be assessed.

(il) Because the llei-J Testament canon does not reflect

a single manuscript tradition, Colwell suggested that Text-

I09
types be studied "book by book or section by section."

This means that the Gospels be studied separately and not as

a unit. He cited as evidence for this phenomenon the ?reer

^^^Colwell, NTSt ii.( January, 19^8), 87.
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G'ospels, Connected x-xith. this suggestion x-ms the suggestion

that Luke should be given priority in the Gospels for the

Tin
study of text-types.

(5) The history of the text should begin x-zith the

earliest x-zitnesses and x-,'ork back, Aland concurred x-rith

Colx-rell x-rhen he insisted that the term 'mixed text' is a

misnomer given to the early papyri. This is vrriting the

history of text backx^iards.

The last siiggestion given by Colvrell x-xas the real

istic statement that various kinds of groupings reflect

different values. Once the archetype of a Pamily has been

established, all its additional members can be virtually

ignored. This is not true xxith other manuscript groupings.

One result of this discussion indicates that any

theory x-jhich assuraes that the original text can be recon

structed by follox-ring one group exclusive of all others

such as x-fas advocated by Westcott and Hort can not be trusted.

Neither can the eclectic method., x^rhich decides that the text

must be established on the basis of language or style alone,

be trusted, Kurt Aland has cogently argued the folly of

establishing the original,, text of the Gospels by vising the

eclectic criterion of language,^

110 Ibid,, p, 90,

111�^-^
Aland, oo, cit., pp. 3i!.0-[[.l.



It is rather generally accepted that the principles of

textual genealogy cannot be applied to the text of the

G-ospels, Its value is limited to the reconstruction of family

groupings alone,

^* Variants and the_ history of interpretation.

Eais preceding discussion >7as based upon the perspective

that the original text of the Gospels is the goal to be

achieved. To conclude the discussion of recent research in

theory here would overlook the grovring and important new

perspective in textual criticism. It is novj being maintained

that the old perspective of searching for the original text

is incomplete and inadequate. Donald V/, Riddle aptly

reflected the new perspective when he vrrote:

Th� legitimate task of Textual criticism is not limited
to the recovery of approximately the original form of

the docujmen-ts, to the establishment of the 'best_[^ text,
nor to the "'elimination of . spurious readings." it must

be recognized that every significant variant records a

religious experience which brought it into being. 0?his

means that there are no 'spurious readings'; the various
forms of the ter^^^^Q sources for the study of the history
of Christianity."

Iferrill M. Parvis argued that the old perspective was

not so detached and objective as claimed, but was in reality
113

adopting a distinct theological understanding. Nineteenth

"^�^^Cited by Oliver, op. cit., p. 310.
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century historlcism viewed history as something objective and

distinct. It was possible to find brute facts. The scholars

of the nineteenth century, he contended, were searching for

the historical Jesus of the G-ospels and eliminated what in the

Gospels reflected the interpretation of the Church end retained

\iha.t they considered bare facts, Parvis reasoned that with

this same view of history, the Nevr Testai-fient textual critics

sought to find the original text in order to eliminate all

the later accretions from the text. It m-ust be understood

that Parvis reasoned from the asstimption that nineteenth

cent;ury textual critics were theologians.

The beginning of this century vritnessed a new

theological climate; thus, making necessary a now aim for

textual critics. C. H. Dodd declared that the new theological

school "emphasizes the character of the Gospels as religious

and not historical docu�ment3. ""'""^^ It would be naive to

assujJie that this concept represents the concensus of Protest

ant theology today, but it can be assuredly said that it

does reflect a strong group in Protestant theology on the

authority of the Bible,

�'��^�^Merrill H. Parvis, "llie Nature and Tasks of Hew
Testament Textual Criticism: An Appraisal, " Journal of

Religion 2 (July, 1952), 170.
_ 1 Ilia

�' �

^^^roid., p. 171.
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At least Po.rvi5 concurred, that raere facts are

meaningless and only the events "that is, the occurrences

plus their interpretation, ha.ve meaning. This memis

that the textuatl critic is not a mere scientist in search

for objective facts. He is a theolcgican at the same time

attempting to interpret the Hew Testament. Even if the

textual critic csn reconstruct the text, he has only

recovered on� tra.di tion- -the written form,

Parvis questioned, ''VJhy should the fact that on� form

was reduced to writing have given it authority over other

existent form-s when all v/ere the product of the understanding

and interpretation of the primitive Church? ""^"^^^ The assump

tion was that many forms existed side by side in oral trad

ition, but one eventually assumed a vrritten form and this

written form should not be treated as necessarily more

significant. Prom this Parvis deduced that there exist no

"spurious readings." Every reading is really a product of

the Church and is significant for interpreting the Scripturea

Obviously, Parvis excluded easily detected scribal corru.p-

tions .

^^^Ibid.

^^^Ibid., p. 172.
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This assiimption implied further that raanuscript

groupings created beasts that never existed. This calls

for the eclectic method to be applied to the text but viith a

perspective differing from eclectics like Klijn or Kilpatrick.

Form criticism has added impetus to this nevj attitude.

D, V/. Hiddle was the first to express this insig].it, but

more recently it has been refined by P, 0. Grant snd M. M,

Parvis. They both asserted that parts of the genuine

tradition may not have been included when first put in

written form, but was added later vrhile oral tradition

still overlapped vxith the written tradition. Form criticism

can show th8.t perhaps part of the genuine tradition is

considered a corruption by many textual critics.

One of the major reasons for the rise of this school

V7as the admission that intentional corruption was very im;.ch

a factor in the transmission of the text, C, 3. G, Williams

and Leon Wright have recently written on this idea. They

have demonstrated quite effectively the role of doctrinal

1"^ 8
motivation in altering the text of the Gospels,

~

Both

Williams and Wright represent the older perspective.

^^"^Ibid,, p. 173.

-�-�^^Cf . G. S. C, Williams, Alterations to the Text of

the Synoptic Gospels and Acts (Oxford:""Basil Blackwell, 195l") ,

Leon Wright, _Alt_eration3_ to the Words of_ Je3us_
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University "Press," 195277



CHAPTSR III

SELECTED VARIiUITS IN LUKE

As the previous chapter reveals, there has been a

distinct shift in textual methodology in the Gospels since

VJestcott and Hort, The superiority of the genealogical

raethod of v/estcott and Hort has declined in favor of internal

evidence. The purpose of this chapter is to determine as

nearly as possible the extent of variation in the critical

Gospel texts since ' Westcott and Hort in light of this trend.

The procedure will be to determine the extent of the

problem, then a few variants in the Gospel of Luke will be

selected. The V/estern non-interpolations have been chosen

because of the divergent opinions concerning them in light

of the papyri finds and the Syr-Sin. manuscript. The

Eucharist (Lul^e 22 :19b -20) will be discussed in view of

Jeremias' revived judgment concerning it.

A. THS EXTENT OF THE PROBLEM

Few textual critics today vjould agree with Westcott

and Hort's classic statement that "substantial variation...

can hardly form more than a thousandth part of the entire

text.""^"^� About a hundred years ago, F. H. A. Scrivener

�'"�^%/estcott and Hort, intr oduet ion, p. 2,
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estimated that the text of the Nevr Testaraent contained at

least 120, 000 variant readings.
�''^^

Benj-amin Warfield esti

mated the number of variants betvreen l8o,000 and 200, 000.

The International Greek Nev; Testament Pro ject (herinaf ter, . .

IGHT) estimated about 300,000 variant readings ."^^^
In spite of the large number of variant readings,

there is a high confidence that the great Christian truths

are not affected. Leo Vaganay remarked that "there is not

one (variant) affecting the substance of Christian dogma. "�'�^^

Sir Frederic Kenyon offered that "no fundamental doctrine of

the Christian faith rests on a disputed reading. "'''^^"^ Dr. J.

Harold Greenlee has remarked that "no Christian doctrine

hangs upon a debatable text."^^-^
The first book being exarained by the IGHT Project in

order to publish a nevr and adequate apparatus criticus is

T PQ"

Kenneth W, Clark, "The Theological Relevance of
Textual Variation in Current Criticism of the Greek Nevj
Testament," Journal of Biblical Lijerature 85 (March, 1966), 2,

121
Benjamin warfield. An Introduction .to the Textual

Criticism of the New Testament jNevr York: Thomas Wh.it talcer,
1895), p. 13.

^'^^K, '-i: Clark, op_. cit., p. 13.
~ -^Leo Vaganay, An Introdu c t i on to the Textual Criticism

of the New Testament ( London : Sands, 1937 F, p. 12.

�^''F. G. Kenyon, Our Bible and the_ Ancient laanuscripts
(Nevr York: Harper and Brothers, 19^), p. 23.

-^3, H. Greenlee, An Introduction to Nevj Testament

Textual Criticism (Grand Rapids: '.Vra. b. Eerdraans, iS'oij.), p. 68.
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the Gospel of Luke. For this large task, 3OO manuscripts

have been collated with the result of a master file including
126about 25,000 variants. In comparison, there are only llii.

variants between the Westcott and Hort text and the American

127Bible Society text. If orthographic variations betvreen the

tvjo texts be included, then at the most there vrould be less

than one per cent of the estimated possible variation. Ihis

is highly significant when it is considered that tvro entirely

different methodologies were employed. Already mentioned is

the fact tha.t Westcott and Hort relied almost exclusively on

one certain group of documents or m.ore specifically, one

particula.r manuscript, Hecently, Irving Sparks related that

th� text of the American Bible Society is an eclectic text.

Starting v^ith the text of Westcott and Hort, the editors

compared it with the texts of Tischendorf, von Soden, and
more recent editions, leaving their base only v^hen their
assessment of the evidence required,

B. WESTSaiT IIOH-IHTERPOLATIOHS

Next to the Syrian text, Westcott and Hort repudiated

the Western text. On the other hand, they found a fevj V/estern

^^^K, W. Clark, op. cit., p. 12.

'''^'^See Appendix I.

-^^^Irving Spa,rks, "(Review of) The Greek Hew Test

ament,
" mterpretati on 22 (January, 1968 ), 914-.
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readings vjhich they could not doubt to be genuine. Ihese

included omissions or non-interpolations of difxerent lengths.
Because of their overly high estimate of the Weutral text,
they were restrained to call them. Neutral interpolations.

V/ith a single peculiar exception (Matt. 27:11.9), the Western

non-interpolations vrere found to exist in the last three

chapters of Luke, These omissions vrere accepted as authentic

by the tvxo Cambridge scholars: Luke 22:19b-20; 22:k3-l\]4.;

23:31.; 2>i.:3; 2i{.:6; 2I{.:12; 2i!.:36; 2[{.:[[.0; 2}j,:$1; 2i.^:52. In

comparison, the editors of the American B.ible Society text

agreed vrith V/estcott and Hort that the omission of LuJce 22:

19b-20 and 22:I{.3-i!li. should be accepted, Hovrever, the editors

rejected the omissions of the remaining list in favor of the

longer reading, and invariably they gave the adopted reading

a doubtful rating (C and D),

(a) Luke 23:3)4.:

Reading 1= 6'"6e IrjaoDQ sXeyev, HdcTep, ocpeg a-DxoLQ, o{) y&p
o'bbaaLv tC Ttoiouatv

Reading 2= Omit

,Alexandrian Caesarean V/estern Byzantine Unclass-

Aoo^'^^^ PKFliTiaD^ It.aur A(K)xnvg 0117
o /2 &0 beeff '^l SyrP, Sth 02p0

1071 Arm SyrC Byz^M-
. .�JSeoL-SyiazEal� . . . ,

p73B-12l4J. e D It,a d 012k

sa-bo^^*^^ SyrS
'

Cyril

�-�� ^ � _~ � .�
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Westcott and Hort believed that the documentary dis-

trib-ation suggested that reading 1 was a ".'.'estern interpo

lation of limited range in early times," and should be re

jected as spurious. They suggested that it had been adopted

in the eclectic texts and v/as eventually received as genuine
129by later transcribers. ^ If reading 1 is assumed genuine,

Westcott and Hort claimed that no reasonable explanation for

its omission is forthcoming:

V/ilful excision, on account of the love and forgiveness
shovjn to ti^e Lord's ovm murderers, is absolutely in
credible,"^

When the Syr-Sin. vras discovered, Westcott and Hort's

judgment that reading 1 v/as an early eclectic addition in

the West seemed confirmed. When vjas discovered, it

added support to Westcott and Hort's judgment.

Hovrever, there v/as at least one point vrhere they v/ere

vulnerable. Streeter argued that J. R. Harris' suggestion-

that reading 1 could have been deleted because "some Christian

in the second century found it hard to believe that G-od could

or ought to forgive the Jev/s, since they werp the chief

instigators in all the persecutions, "�'�-^"'' A second century

129 �

Westcott and iiort. Appendix, p, 71.

130ibid.

''�^"^Streeter, ou_, cit , . p. I38.
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scribe could have reasoned this very easily in light of the

fact that Jerusalem had been destroyed tv/ice vrithin seventy

years and thousands upon thousands of Jews were massacred.

If Streeter is correct, then reading 1 coxild have

given rise to reading 2, On the other hand, can reading 1 be

explained if reading 2 is original? VJestcott and Hort argued

that a scribe he.d the propensity to add rather than delete,

but vjould a scribe have appended reading 1, The most common

reason for interpolation vras harmonization. Hovrever, these

vrords are pecuJ.iar to Luke(Gf. Jn, 19:23; Mrk. lp:2l|.,27;

Matt, 27:35,38).

Because the manuscript distribution is good for both

readings, the internal evidence must have sviay. In general

the shorter reading is to be preferred unless there are. good

reasons for the scribe's omission, Reading 1 seems best able

to explain the rise of the shorter reading for tvro reasons.

First, in the second century in the V/est, Tatians' Diatessaron

was in circulation; therefore, the scribe vrould have been

farailiar vri-th the other accounts of this event. It is quite

possible that the scribe could have either accidentally or

deliberately omitted it due to the influence of tb3 other

records. Secondly, it is quite possible, as Streeter suggested

that reading 1 was omitted intentionally because of anti-

Jevrlsh feelings.
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(b) Lulre 2l!.:3:

Reading 1 p75yBCL
TOU KUPLOU33

sa-bo

�Fl PI3 28 It aur c

565 700 Anu f q
Geo SyrPal

Ai&'X^ vg
SyrH Eth

Byz-^^

01 21^.
Lect.

Reading 2

Omit

Eusebius D It, ab
d e ff^ 1

Reading 3 12it.l sa^^
TOD bo^-^
Iriaou

1071 SyrG,S SyrP

Concerning the longer readings, homoioteleuton could

possibly explain the rise of reading 3 from reading 1. Eojially,

reading 1 could have developed frora reading 3 d.^^-� t;o a doc

trinal change. KupLou could have been added in order to

strengthen the verse theologically. On the basis of internal

evidence, it is difficult to assess v/hich of the longer readings

is to be preferred. However, external evidence strongly

supports the acceptance of reading 1. 'Iherefore, reading 1

132
seems preferable as the longer reading.

Reading 1 has the strong, majority support of the Alex

andrian, Byzantine, and Caesarean viitnesses vxhile reading 2

is the Western reading. It is also significant that reading 1

is supported by a fev; of the Old Latin manuscripts.

The shorter reading is to be preferred unless there

�^^^ABS text accepts reading 1, but it brackets the

word /CU/?iO^
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ape transcriptional probabilities for a scribe to have de

leted the phrase. Unintentional changes do not seera apparent

to explain its omission. Neither does it seem likely that a

scribe unintentionally or deliberately added these words

dxie to the influence of parallel passages (Matt. 28:1-10;
Mrk, 16:1-8; Jn. 20:1-13).

Quite possible is the explanation that the passage

vras copied onto a lection and read in the services, then

later Christians felt the urgency of adding these vrords in

order to identify the body of their Lord more explicitly.
The strongest argiraient against this is the existence of the

longer reading in P'-^, but that is not necessarily decisive.

Even stronger is the probability of a scribe omitting

the vrords because he deemed them to be superfluous. Perhaps

the editors of the Am.erican Bible Society text departed from

Westcott and Hort more on external evidence than internal

evidence. It is interesting that the editors of the Revised

Standard Version followed Westcott and Hort in preferring

the shorter rea.ding,

(c) Luke 2ij.:6:

Al g s_.e-nd^r ian/ Cae sarean/ We s t ern/ Byzantine/ Unci as -
Ri'adinr^ 1 ?'^?3TG^'a3~0Hm3 28" It, aur f AE(V/)X hvg 063
^^'^ ^^J", L A^i^33 892 565 700 fq SyrHP 012.1^
030e, a/V/Va2_2ij.i sa-bo I07I Arm SyrG,S Eth , Lect
PYspep (bo^'^S) Sjr?8.1 Byzl^!- Diat
( ABS ) .

Qeo^^ Epiuh
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Alexandrian/Gaesareaii/ Western/ Byy-aantine/ Unclass -

Reading 2
TiYspeq rfarcion

Reading 3
'

It c
~

r\yepdr] en vexpojv
Reading Ij.

' ~

Geo^ D It, ab
�- ��

OiTiit de ff2piQ
(W-H)

Reading 1 is the reading of the Alexandrian, Caes

arean and Byzantine texts vrith good support from the Western

grouping, Reading I4. is the reading of the 'Western text.

Readings 2 and 3 can be dismissed on the basis of external

evidence. Obviously, reading 1 is to be preferred over

reading k on the basis of external evidence.

Concerning internal probabilities reading k is to be

preferred as the shorter reading unless good reasons can be

advanced to explain the omission of reading 1. Westcott and

Hort suggested that reading 1 vras interpolated by a scribe

in the early second century in order to assimilate it to the

133
almost identical passages (Matt . 28:6; PIrk. 16:6) Because

Matthexf vras the m.ost popular Gospel, the scribe most likely

used it as the prototype for correcting Luke. It is quite

possible that reading 1 could have developed inadvertently

du� to harm.onization.

�^^�^V/estcott and Hort, A-opendix, p. 71.
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A second possible explanation for the rise of reading.
1 is that a scribe felt that the preceding question needed

an answer.

On the other hand, there are theological reasons for

deleting the longer reading if assujned to be genuine. The

body of their Lord Jesus was gone. The two raen explained,
"He is not here, but he has risen." A bodily resurrection

would have presented difficulty to some early groups. Both

the Gnostics and the Docetists vjould have found this longer

reading difficult and would have deleted it for that reason.

Internal evidence seeras equally divided betvreen readings 1

and but external evidence supports rea.ding 1. It seems

best that reading 1 be preferred.

C. THE EUCHARISTIG WORDS OP JESUS: LUP^E 22:19b-20

This variant vrill be considered not because the tvxo

texts disagree, but because of its vridespread discussion.

This is one of the Western non-interpolations that the editors

of the Aiiierican Bible Society text accept as genuine. Dr.

Joachim- Jerem.ias in his first edition of The Bucharistic V/ords

of Jesus (1935 ) had thought the shorter reading vras preferrable,

but in his second edition he commented:
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I have had to reconsider my views: for instance, I no

longer thirJc it possible for reasons of textual crit
icisra to hold that the shorter text of Lul:e (22 :19a)
IS original. 13k

A1exandrian/ Caesarean/ Vv'estern/ Byzantine/ Unclas-
Reading 1 P7^',BCL/V Pl FI3 $65 It, auj? AK�Xiivg 06 3

~

include T^^"^ AY 70O I07I c,f,q,rl Byz^^ Lect
vs 19b -20 892 12I4J. SyrPal
UTuep upwv sa-bo Arm Geo
TO UTcep 6
upcov
exxu vvojie vov

Reading 2
Om-it

D It,a,d
ff^i , 1 �j^rj-j.

Rea.ding 3
vs 19a, 17,18

It,b, e

Reading k
vs 19, 17,'18

SyrC

Reading 5 bo'''^^ SyrP 1^^
rs 19,20
Reading 6
vs 19,20a,
17. 20b, 18

SyrS

Reading 1 has the support of the Alexandrian, Caes

arean and Byzantine texts and good support from the Old

Latin. Heading 2 seems to be the reading of the Western

text. The reading of the Alexandrian text if it has good

support in other localities is to be preferred on the basis

of external evidence.

The reading which best explains the others is to be

preferred. The problem revolves around the confusion of the

order of the sacraraents given--cup, bread, cup. Heading 3

can be explained as arising from reading 2 with the scribe

^Joachim Jererriias, The Bucharistic Words of Jesus

trans. A. Bhrhardt (Oxford: Basil Blaclcjell, 195p)� 'P- v.
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intentionally altering the text to harraonize it with the order

in I Cor, ll:2ii.,25; Hatt. 26:26-30. Reading Ij. can be ex

plained like reading 3 if the addition of 19b by the SyrC

can be shovm to be independently derived rather than from the

longer ree.ding. Heading 6 (SyrS) complicates the problem by

seemingly supporting the longer reading. The addition of 19b

in the SyrC can be explained if it be shovrn that the SyrS

is based upon the shorter reading rather than the longer.
1 35

JeremJ.as argued that the SyrS vjas based upon the SyrC.

The vjords, "This is my body which is for your salces. Do this

in remembrance of me," in the SyrC are derived not from the

longer text of Lul^e, but from i Cor. ll:2i.[.. Further, the

words: "product of the vine" in the SyrC are probably assim

ilated from Matt. 26:29.

It is more probable; hovrever, that reading 6 was

derived from the longer text because it omits verses 17 and

18. The existence of the shorter text in certain Western

manuscripts and the Old Syriac indicates only one text trad

ition and not tvro. In another branch of the Western tradition

1 36
represented by Marcion is found the longer text.

This still leaves unresolved vrhether reading 1 gave

lb id., p. 89.

-36xbid., p. 91.
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rise to reading 2 or vice versa. Rea.ding 2 is the shorter

text and is preferrable unless there are sound explana.tions

for the deletion of the longer text. Heading 1 seeras diff

icult because of the anomaly of two cups. On the other

hand, reading 2 seems equs.lly difficult because of the se

quence, wine, bread; vrhereas, the other accounts bave the

sequence, bread, xvine. Quite possibly reading 1 could have

been interpolated because the abruptness of 19a calls out

for some kind of completion,

A comparison with I Cor. ll:2l}.-25 and Mark li(.:22,2[].

with the longer text shovjs amazing proximity. It is quite

probable, Jeremias suggested, that the "longer version is...
1 37

a compilation from Paul and plark.""-^' Jeremias added one

further argument in sup3oort of this which he received from

Dibelius. The words t6 ijntp tiaffiv ^HX\;vvo[j,e; vov are clumsily

added to Paul's words. In LuJke, these vrords belong torcoTripLov

making the text speak of the outpoured cup rather thsn the

outpoured blood. The vrords should grammatically be placed

in the dative to agree with t\J tw oc'C[iaT:i poy . The suggestion-

was that these vrords vrere borrowed from a passage vrhere a l pa

vras in the norainative case(Cf. I-Trk. ii;:2k; Matt. 26:2o).-'-3^

^37 ibid., p. 101,

^^^Ibid., pp. 101, 102.



Concerning the style of Luke, Kilpatrick foimd that

Luke used the possessive pronouns t[i6Q> etc., pronorainally
and predicatively, but in verse 19, it is used attributively.
Zahn argued that the use of the imexpected article before

TCOTfipLov in verse 20 is explicable from I Cor. 11 : 2l|..-^^-^
These considerations and others advanced seem to militate

against accepting the longer text as Lucan in style.

A remaining difficulty is how to derive the shorter

text from the longer reading. The popuJLar concept, that the

shorter res-ding can be explained as originating due to the

exception taken to the two cups, is not adoqua-te. It seems

more likely that reading 6 originated from reading 1 on this

basis rather than reading 2. If exception to the tvro cups

was taken, the scribe would more probably have omitted

verses 17, l8 rather than verses 19b, 20.

D, Kilpatrick has suggested one highly probable

explanation for the oiiiission of reading 1. A very important

concept which underlies the thesis of Kilpatrick, Zahn,

Jeremias, etc. is that Luke 22:19-20 is a liturgical formula,.

It is because of its liturgical nature that Lukan style seems

a.bsent. There proba.bly existed a common tradition under-

^39q^ D. Kilpatrick, ''Luke ICCII : 19b-20,
" Journal of

Theological Stu.dies i!.7(April, 19ii6), 5l.

�^^-^Jeremias, op. cit., p. 102.



lying all the accounts (Cf. I Cor. 11:23). Jereraias is

certain that it vjould be better to explain the proxiiuities

betvreen the accounts by a reference to liturgical uses,^^^
Kilpatrick argued that John used the forinula (feeding of the

5000) vrhile complying x-rith the hellenistic tradition "that

the actual vrords of the mysteries should not be made public."

Paul described, the Last Supper as a coiiimemoration of that

great event and implied the continued use of the words. Mark

left much unsaid and John entirely dissociated the Eucharist

from the Last Supper. The intention of the second century

scribe to keep the Euche.rist from profanation is the most

likely explanation of deleting verses 190-20."^^^ Kilpatrick

stated that in Luke 22:19a:

We have a cue vrhich the faithful viould knov; how to

supplement, but vrhich vrould tell the -uninitiated little.
This explains the abrupt ending of the account at t^outo

eoiiv TO aojpcc laou. The abruptness of the ending is de

liberate in order to preserve the arcanum of the

rite.l^W-
If this explanation does not satisfy, reading 2 is

preferrable on the basis of internal evidence. If it is

^^-^Ibid., p. 103.

^^%ilpatrick, JTS_ i|.7(April, 191x6), 52.

-^^^Jeremias, on. cit. , p. lOLj..

^^i-Kilpatrick, JTS i}.7(April, 191^6), 53.
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satisfactory, then reading 1 has the support of both external

and; internal evidence,

D, SYNOPSIS

Westcott and Hort's text reflected primarily a B,^
or Alexandrian text. In a recent collation of P''^ against

the Textus Receptus, John Hartley discovered 79k. variants ."^^^
Prom this iiivestigation, he found that P'- was siipported by

B, 685 times ;'>', 530 times; L, 5o5 times; D, 358 times;

Bohairic, 27k- times; Q, 238 times. Relating to text-types,
7^

he found that the Alexandrian text supported P , IiJ-[-3 times;

Western, 172; Caesarean, 7I; Byzantine, 6.
-75

Sparks noted that \vhere P is extant m Luiie, the

editors of the American Bible Society text followed it 8I

per cent of the time."'"^^ In Gor^rparison, he observed that

they followed B only 72 per cent of the time. Vfnen they

departed from t''^'^ , the editors gave their adopted reading

a C or D rating 95 per cent of the time; whereas when they

left B, they gave their adopted reading a C or D rating about

75
80 per cent of the time. Sparks concluded that "clearly P'-^

-^!-^Johii E. Hartley, "Textual Affinities of Papyruj
Bodmer XIV (P^p)" (unpublished B. D. thesis, Asbury
Seminary, Wilmore, Ky. , 1965), p. 110.

�^^l-^Sparks, OP. cit . , p. 95.



has outdistanced all competitors in the race for editorial

Westcott and Hort and their high estimate of B. Because of

75
its close affinity with B, P'-^ has clearly shovm that B did

not represent a pure text as V/estcott and Hort thought but

the result of a careful transmission of a previoiis text.

It is now thought by most scholars that B represents not a

nev7 recension in the fourth century, but rather a revision

75
of a selected group of mianuscripts such as P , In fact,
75

P has raised the cviestion of x-zhether x-re can even speak of

text -types prior to the fourth centuj?y.

This investigator found that vrhen the American Bible

75
Society text varies from Westcott and Hort and vrhere P

is extant, '2^^ supports the ABS text l{-8 times and V/-H, 3?

times (See the chart in Appendix 2). The tabulated results

shovm in the chart indicate that vrhen the ABS editors vrere

inclined to depart from. W-H, they did not really follox-r one

group or document. It vras not external factors that influ

enced the V8.risjit, but more probably internal considerations

The one exception seems to be xvith the Western non-interp

olations. Here, "chey seemed to be guided more by the early

text of , >-Jhen the ABS text departed from VZ-H, they

approv lij.7

has on the whole aided in confirming the text of

lit.7 Ibid,
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usually departed from B; this does not reflect a repudiation

of B, but rather of the distorted opinion of 3 held by V/estcott

and Hort. yJhen the editors varied from V/estcott and Hort,

they received the overvrhelming majority support from the

Caesarean and Byzantine texts. Perhaps this indicates two

significant trends. First, it seeras to confirm the idea

that many scholars today do not follow one group or one doc

ument to the total deference of others. Secondly, their

ecleticism was not applied with blinders toward the signif

icance of grouping manuscripts. The fact that the ABS text

is so close to w-H clearly shows that the Alexondrian text

is still regarded with the highest respect.



CHAPTER IV

SI]1#L4RY AND CONGLUSIOHS

In a sujjimary of the researches made in textual crit

icisra of the Gospels since Westcott and Hort, there are two

major divisions: (1) reliance upon external evidence, and

(2) reliance upon internal evidence. A third division on

future work will be included.

A. SXTERITAL E^/IDENCE

'Westcott and Hort claimed that the most objective

criterion for the evaluation of a rea.ding is the consideration

of external evidence. This criterion is still thought to be

very important, but not many hold it in such high regard as

did Westcott and Hort. There are at least three phenomena

that have bearing upon external evidence, Westcott and H^ort ' s

genealogical evidence is still considered important. Host

scholars opine that v;itnesses must be vreighed and not

counted. However, as Colwell has aptly pointed out,

because the relative weight of several types of evidence

varies for different kinds of variants, there cannot be an

involumtary following of the evidence. Tiiere exists no

neutral texts. The genealogical sterrna can be safely

established only for the fainily group. Text-types are only

indicative snd not final.
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A second phenomenon to be consD-dered has been suggested

by B, H, Streeter, viz., the geographical distribution of the

vritnesses that concur in attesting a certain variant.

However, Streeter 's local texts have been modified by recent

discoveries. One must ascertain whether or not documents

geographically distant are really independent of each other.

Agreem.ents betvjeen the SyrS and Codex Bobbiensis, k, may not

be geographically distinct, but may be due to the influence

of the Diatessaron and represent only one locality.

A. third consideration analogous xrith external evidence

involves the date of the docuraent. Due to certain genealogical

relations, however, the date of the text exemplified is even

more important.

Even though Kurt Aland has claimed that text-types have

lost their reason for existence, laost scholars still aclaiov;-

ledge their significance. At the same time, they raalize that

text-types are not recensions as once thought, but each involves

a textual process distinct as a group 3-et which cannot be

precisely defined. This process was realized first in the

Western and Caesarean text-types, then confirm-ed by the mass

of early papyri. p'''^ vras the crovming act.

A brief discussion of the current vievr of local texts

terminates this first division. Westcott and Hort's Syriaji

text has been the subject of much investigation. Bec-aso of
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the possible conftision betvreen the Syriac versions and this

text, the nar.ie has been altered to a more preferable title--

Byzantine, More important is the present critical evaluation

of this text. Dr. Metzger has suggested that the total

rejection of this text needs be at least partially revised.

Both P^^ and P^^ give evidence that the Byzantine text

occasionally preserves a reading that dates from the second

or third century and for which "there had been no other early

witness, ""^^ The conclusion to be dravm from, this statement

is that the "general neglect of the Antiochian readings v;hich

has been so coannon among m^any textual critics is quite un-

justified." On the other hand, von Soden' s automatic

utilization of the Koine text is to be avoided. In the

text of Luke, this investigator found that vjhen the editors

of the ABS text depart from W-Il, they received the support of

Codex A 83.3 per cent of the time. However, they did not

accept a reading only supported by the Byzantine.

Recent research since Westcott and Hort has indicated

that they had been too optimistic in their designation of

-^^l-^B, :i. Hetzger, "The Lucianic Recension of the Greek

Bible,
" Ghauters_ In the History of Hew Testament Textual

Criticism -(Grand Rapids: Wm.. B, Eerdmans, I963), p. 3<^.

^"^Ibid., p. 39.
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a Neutral text. The agreement of B, remains the most highly

regarded mtness to the Nev: Testament text, but it is quite

generally doubted that the text is as pure as Westcott and

Hort conceived. Streeter has aided in shoviing that the

Hevitral text and the Alexandrian text are the same. In the

G-ospel of Luke, the ABS text is closer to B, than any other

group of manuscripts. The results of this vn^iter's collation

reveals that contrary to belief that V/estcott and Hort are no

longer reliable guides, the ABS text substantially su.pports

Westcott and Hort.

Those xvho accepted Westcott and Hort's conclusions

tended to reject the importance of the V/estern text. The

debate vxhich arose around the Western text shortly after

V/estcott and Hort has already been mentioned. The origin of

the VJestern text is still shrovrded vrith mystery, Streeter

isolated at least tvro V/estern traditions. One v^as centered

in Italy and is represented by D, b, a and the other vras

centered in Carthage and is represented by k and e. A third

grouo has been isolated which claimed the Old Syriac as the

major representative.

The V/estern text is generally believed to be very early

and the result of an undisciplined and x^ild development of

transcriptional activity. Textually, a significant trend has

been the acceptance that many doctrinal m.odif ications were
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freely made by the early scribes .

"'�^^ Generally, readings

supported only by the V/estern authorities do not comj.aend

themselves .

One of the significant novel developments since V/estcott

and Hort has been the identification of the Caesarean text,

Streeter 's contribution has already been m.entioned. Since

Streeter, P ^-^ has been included among the witnesses to this

group. At the same time, a suggestion was made that the

Caesarean text comprised two principal subdivisions. One

group was comprised of P^^, W, Fam. 1, Peja. I3, 28 and the

other was comprised of P , 565, and 700. ihe first group

has been called a pre-Gaesarean text or Egyptian text and the

second formed vfn&t is called the Caesarean text proper.

It has also been discovered that the Old Syriac shovjs

some affinity with the Caesarean text. This clearly illus

trates that the Caesarean text is the least homogeneous of

any of the grotp s .

B. INTERNAL ]?/IDElTGB

The consideration of internal evidence to the disregard

Lul:e 22:li3-li is now accepted by many as genuine
because of doctrinal reasons for its omission. V/hy does the
divine Ciirist need strengthening from an angel? Can Christ
be in agony?
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of dates of � -fitnesses and families of documents is called more

specifically eclecticism. Almost all textual scholars have

given consideration to internal evidence, but there have been

few who have given primary and oftentimes exclusive attention

to internal probabilities, Gunther Zuntz has done this in.

the Pauline Epistles, Those who have applied this method

to the Gospels are G. H, Turner and G. D, Kilpatrick.

There have been at least two factors giving impetus to

this method.. Form criticism has raised the problem of "rfhat

is genuine. Oral tradition has sometimes preserved the

genuine reading ivhile the written tradition has corrupted it.

A second- factor was the admission that doctrinal alterations

were quite frequent in the early centuries. The principle of

external evidence has overlooked intentional doctrinal changes

as a possible explanation of transcriptional error.

At the heart of this trend is the perspective that there

are no spurious readings. Every reading must be exariiined as

an indication of a historical theological interpretation of

the Scriptures. Coupled with this is the conviction that the

textual critic is both a scientist and an exegete, C. H. Dodd

has influenced this school of thought greatly. Even though

the eclectic method was applied in editing the nev: /iBS text,

it was not done in light of this theological perspective.
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The f-uttire x/ill have to answer the end result of the debate

betv;een exclusive eclecticism and almost exclusive external

evidence,

C. FUTURE WORK

The methodological probleiri in textual criticism of the

Gospels is still unsolved. However, there are incentives to

plov: the field. The papyrus discoveries have both ansvrered

old problem.s and opened up new problems.

One problem that needs to be investigated further is the

value of the ancient versions. Before this can be resolved,

there is a great need for new and accurate critical editions

of the ancient versions. After 1�iis is accomplished, the

texts can be more accurately assessed. Klijn 's objections

need be further investigated.

The pre-Caesarean text needs to be further investigated

in the Gospels, Most of the research has been done in the

Gospel of Mark. Still unresolved is the origin of the

Caesarean text. Does it represent a distinct text or is

it a correction of the V/estern text by the Alexandrian?

The history of the text is still being written and

revised. In writing the history, does one v/ork from the late

manuscripts back as Westcott and Hort did or begin with the

earliest v/itnesses and work up to the present as Colvrell
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suggested? Can iie really speak of text-types prior to tiie

fourth century?

Another area of investigation is the perspective of

textual criticisra. Are those who stress that the textual

critic is both scientist and exegete raore accurate than the

old school which emphasized textual criticism as a negative

and secondary discipline?
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Tlie following is a coll8.tion of the Gospel of Luke in

'^�'��'�'^ Q"reek Now Tost ajaent ( Nexj York: pLrnorlccn Bible Society, I

1966) against the text of v/estcott a.nd Hort (Hew York: Harper

and Brothers, I886). The reading given first is the text

recorded in Westcott and Hort.

LinCE:

1:15 KVplOV ) (tOu) KTJpLOU

1.:17 H?^ELa ) H^^Lou

2:12 orip-eLOv ) to appeuov

2: 55 aou ) add (6s)

2:A8 ^pToupev) e^pTOUiisv

2:52 TP aoxpta) ev Tp aocpia

3:3 Ttaaav) add (Tpv)

3:35 Tou A6'H,eLV tou Apvei) tou ApLVcc6a!3 tou Aop. lv tod Apvi

4:;17 avoLcaa) avaiiTD^aa

^:25 ODpavocT) add sTti

4:.A1 Kpa^ovTa) KpauYa(;ovTa

5:2 7L?vOLa 6uo) 6do nXoia,

5:.12 l6cov 6e) xai l6wv

5:39 pXpTEOv) add (naO

6:3 auTOU> add (ovtso)

6:26 naXwo v[iao) v\^.ao xaXwa

6:56 /laOcoa) add (hccl)
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7:^9 ETepov) cxXXov

7:35 EaScov) eoQiwv

7 �33 (o) TcpocpriTria) 7ip09r]Tria

8:26 FEpaa-nvojv) repYeoTi vcov

8:29 o:7io) vno

8:4-3 "HTLa) add (laTpota Tipoao:vo:A.coaaaa oXov tov piov)

9:2 iaa6ai) add (touo aa0EV�La)

9:3 P-TiTE 6uo) [j,r]TE (ava) 6uo

9:9 o Hpoj6T]a) Hpa)6r)a

9:13 cpayELV up^sua) v\i�io cpayeiv

9:18 OL ox?^OL AEYOTjaLv) Xeyodolv oi OX/'vOL

9:28 oxTOC') add (ko:l)

9:4-9 loocvrio) (o) IcoccvvrjO

9 : 50- iTiCJODo) o I-qaoua

9:-59 o 6e ELTLEv) add (Hupie)

9:59 TipoTOv aixE/vOovT L ) aTi;e>^6ovTL itpoTov

9:62 (jipoo auTov) ) omit

1Q.:-15 yi.aia^r]ori) KaTap i !3ao6r)ar|

10:21 riYaXX uaaaTo) add (ev)

n0:22 av) Eav

10:27 oXt^o jadd '^^la

ia:32 AeuELTrja) add ( Ysvopevoa)

10:35 bvo br]vapia eooaxev) E6a)XEv 6uo 6rjvapLa

10:38 Eta Tr]v olklccv) oriit
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10:;40 eltcov) erne

10:42 oXiya^v be eoiiv xP^loc T) evoa) evoo be eaxLv xpei'Cc

11 ::2 6?v0aTa)) eXee'cco

11. ::10 avo L YTloe-uai, ) avoLye'^'^i'

11:11 TOV TiaTepcx, aLTriOei) aLTTioei tov JiaTepo:

11:11 [J.V avTU LxSuoa) nai avTi lxQuoo

11:14 6aL[.L0v lovj) (xat auTO riv)

11:20 Beou eyco) 6eou

11:24 (totc) ) oriit

11:25 (axoXa^ovTa) ) orpJ_t

11:30 o Itovaa) Icovaa

12:17 auToo) eauTW

12:20 aiTouOLv) aria itotjol v

12:21 auTOj) eauToo

12:22 a-UTOu) omit

12: 22 Dpo) V ) omi t

12:39 eypri yopriae V av nai ouk) ovh av

12:5^^ LbrjTe) ibr]ie (Tr)v)

13:5 (j.eTavo'r|ariTe) peTavoriTe

13:7 eKKOcj)ov) add ovv

13:15 ar^a yoo v ) aTiayc: yoo v

13:21 expu4)�v) evenpudjev

1 3 : 27 oi 6a) add v\iao

13:35 ecoa) add .,ri^eL ot�



'14-:-32 epoaxcc Tipoo) eptoTa Ta Tcpoa

15: 13 TiavTa) auavTa

15:21 TioLTiaov \xe oocr eva tgov \iioQnov oov) or

15:12 r][aeTepov) v\isiepov

17:12 aTcr) vtt) aa v ) add au tco

17:12 aveaTpaav) eaTrjaav

17:24- avOpwTtOL)) add (ev tt] 'qpepa auTou)

18:4- [XETOi uauTa 6e) [leia be xavxa

18:10 eio) o eio

18:11 TauTa Tcpoa eaviov) npoo eavxov TauTa

18:12 aTL o 6 ekcct sua)) aTi06sxaxto

18:13 sauTou) auTou

18:24- IriOouo) add (Tisp l^utio v ye'^op-e^o'^)

18:25 eias^vesLv) bieXdeiv

1 8 : 30 A.a3r) ) aTco?vapr)

18:4-0 Iriaoua) o Iriaoua

19:13 TcpaypaeuaaaOaL ) TtpaYiiaTsuaaaBs

19:36 sauTcov) auTcov

20:9 Av9ptoTioa) add (ttcr)

20:27 XeyovTeo) avTt?\.sYO vTsa

20:4-4 auTOV xupLOv) xupLOV auTOv

20:45 iiaSriTaLa) add (auTOu)

21 : 6 !jjb�) o:-i;.t

21:11 Xoi\iGi xai Xluol) aliiol xai Xoliicl

21 : 1 9 x'l^O crsaG s ) xtt] oaa 6 s

21 : 24 ( xa l s 0 0 vxa l ) ) o:-ii t
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21:35 EHEioeXevoeiai yo^p) y^P cncXevaexai

22:7 a^upcov) add (ev)

22:18 v\iiv) add otl

22:30 H(xdr\oQe) H0idr]O�oQe

23:2 auTov) eavxov

23:11 auTov) add (xau)

23:28 auTao) add (o)

23:31 ci ev) add to)

23:34- apLaxepojv) o 6e . . .no touai v

23:42 eia Tpv ^aaiXeiav) ev tt) paoiAeia

23:45 TOU rjXiou exXe ltio vtoo) tou r]Ai,ou eHmovToa

23:50 UTCccpx�v) (xai)

24:3 ocopa) add tou Hupiou lv\oov

24:6 veKpojv) add (ouk. . .Tiyep6r| )

24:12 or-iit ) include (o 6e . . .yeyo voa)

24:32 riv) add (ev riiiLv)

24:36 [aeaoo auTcov) add (xai . . .u[il v)

24:40 oinit ) include (xai .. .710600)

24:47 eia) ncci

24:49 e^aTioaTeA.A.a)) a7ioaTeX>^co

24:50 auToua) add e?;a)

24:51 auTcov) add (xa l . . . oupavo v)

24:52 auTOL') add (TxpoaxuvriaavTea auTov)



APx^SKDlX II

The following chart illustrates the frequency v/ith

vjhich each major manuscript, faraily, or version supports the

W-H text and the ABS text v/here the t'wo differ in the Gospel

of Luke.

l-miTUSCRIPT SUPPORTS 'J-H SUPPORTS ABS

p75 32

7 18

X 39 58

B 9i(. 20

G 17 31

L li-7

D 39 il4

W Ik 38

19 57

A 15 75

Fam. 1 19 32

Fam. 13 20 85

SyrS 23 20

SyrC 16 22

33 25 2k.

Boh. 30 28

Sah. 29 23

Geo. 13 27

Arm. 21 29
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APPEiTDIX III

WESTGOTT AND HORT'S THEORY

Original Autograrjlis

Alsxo.ndj"ia:

GL33S8>cn3oli. D I^.SyrG,
(Fasr-^as vras knox-m i

Lu 0 ian Rev i s i on 31 0

Syrian Text AEC etc,

Textvis Receptus

, STREETER 'S THEORY OP ''LOCAL TEXTS"

Original Aiitograplis

Lucian Revision 310

Byzantine Text AE

Textvis Roceptu-G

''Taken from B.H. Streeter, Tho Pour Gospels., p. 26.
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